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SENG HUP LIGHTINGS & DÉCOR SDN. BHD. (Co. Registration: 893234-D)

EPITOMISE
YOUR LIGHTING

STYLE

Founded in 1960, SENG HUP is the most renowned name in the
lighting industry and a well reputable name in the industry in
providing elegant, distinctive and practical light solutions.

As a total lighting solutions retailer, SENG HUP presents cutting
edge lightings from all over the globe into its regional market, be it
humble table lamps or the grandeur of chandeliers.
Over the decades, we have pride ourselves as professional
experts with technical expertise and confidence in satisfying
lighting needs for any kind of dwellings, commercial establishments, landscape projects, public spaces, malls and hotels.

TRUST WORTHY • TRENDY • COMPETENT

www.senghup.com.my

GRATIFY YOUR PASSION FOR STYLE AND COMFORT
C

ome and amaze yourself with our wide collection of lighting fixtures by simply visiting any our show galleries. Our cordial, attentive and
well-trained consultants /experts /advisers also offer free site visitation and lighting consultation based on individual or project purchases.
Come and bedazzle yourself with our luxuriant range of lighting designs, and choose one that will gratify your penchant for illumination, style and
comfort.

PETALING JAYA SHOWROOM

No.2, Jalan 222, 46100 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel: 603 7956 8981
Fax: 603 7955 3190

KLANG SHOWROOM

No.8 & 10, Jalan Kampar 1/KU1, Bukit Kuda Heights, 43100 Klang,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel: 603 3344 7522
Fax: 603 3344 8522

OPENING SOON
KUANTAN SHOWROOM

No.233 & 235, Jalan Tun Ismail, 25000 Kuantan, Malaysia

EDITOR’S NOTE

Celebrating
the Classics
This issue, we celebrate the classics: What
we feel stands out above the rest and
withstands the test of time.
It’s that time of the year to reflect on
the year that was. Take the time to bask
in the good memories and learn from the
challenging ones. Our cover personality,
Winnie Tay, shares how she stayed
resilient during trying times, and come
off a winner. No harm dreaming of castles
and climbing mountains, just set your
mind to doing it, and give it your best
shot.
On the subject of mountains, well,
snow-capped ski resorts in Europe beckon
where its winter, providing picturesque
holiday snapshots. Immerse yourself in
fresh air and breathtaking sceneries from
atop Gstaad in Switzerland, Courcheval
in France, Lapland in Finland or
Pyeongchang in South Korea for some
adventure in the snow.
Lending to more adventure are the
beautiful stately castles in England, with
the beguiling architecture of classic times. Bask in their glory and
feel the magic and mystery that lies between the walls of these
beautiful buildings. From classic buildings to classic furniture
pieces, we present creations that are unique treasures of the homes
that have withstood evolving trends.
So sit down to a chockfull of classic-inspired reads from cover
to cover, with a cup of tea and scones, no less! Happy Holidays!
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Contributors

We would like to give thanks to those who helped us in making this magazine happen.

NUR AMYLIA HILDA
Writer

PATRICK LOH
Writer

Torn between dancing
and fashion writing,
Patrick was 18 when
he finally came to the
decision to make a career
in publishing. He first
started as a stylist and
journalist in the world of
fashion and beauty and,
six years later, aspires to
do more internationally.
When he is not typing
loudly on his keyboard
or flipping clothes from
a rack, you can find him
in a studio blasting his
boombox to the voices of
Beyonce and Ludacris.
MY FAVOURITE CLASSIC
MOVIE:

Breakfast At Tiffany’s
and The Devil Wears
Prada – because it tells me
that no matter how bad
things are, I will always
find a way to make things
better.

VOONWEI
Stylist

Known for his
quintessentially quirky
and unapologetically
different styles, Voon
Wei has been working
with major fashion
brands and established
magazines for seasonal
campaigns, collection
lookbooks and fashion
editorials since he started
in 2010. Voon Wei was
previously Newtide’s
Guest Fashion Editor
and is currently the
Contributing Fashion
Editor of CLEO Malaysia
where he styles and
directs major shoots.
MY FAVOURITE CLASSIC
FASHION:

Amylia is a writer
with over four year’s
experience in the
publishing industry,
writing across titles
such as ELLE Malaysia,
Women’s Health Malaysia
and Esquire. She enjoys
covering a range of topics
from entertainment to
motor sports. She also
enjoys pub quizzes,
including movie quotes in
daily conversations and
photography.
WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE CLASSIC
ITEM:

My old Olympus Trip 35
camera. I still carry it with
me whenever I travel and
the pictures never turn
out how I expect them
to which makes it even
more exciting!

SHEREEN KHOO
Feature Writer

BRIAN FANG
Photographer

Having arrived in Kuala
Lumpur to pursue his
photography dreams at
the tender age of 19, this
Sandakan native is now
the founder of the awardwinning M8 Studio, and
is regularly sought after
by international brands
and celebrities for his
impeccable work.
WHAT IS YOUR
FAVOURITE CLASSIC
ITEM:

I like the old Mini
Coopers and Vespa
motorbikes because they
are from the bygone
English era yet still look
very Mod.

I am a denim addict. I
may not have a lot of
denim pieces but my
denim jackets dominate
my wardrobe. It is a
timeless fabric that
evolves from a worker
uniform to luxury pieces
favoured by designers.

ADDITIONAL CREDIT TO...

Joey Yap, Scott Aziz, Bibo Aswan and Seidy & Natasha (Andrews Models)
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An alumni of King’s
College London
majoring in nutrition,
Shereen has handled
weight management
programmes, conducted
sports nutrition talks
for Nike’s Run Clinic,
featured articles in a
local cycling magazine
and contributed
nutritional insights as a
guest panellist in Shape
magazine.
MY FAVOURITE CLASSIC
FOOD:

Homemade Taufu Fah.
I especially love the one
made by my mother. I
find it a relatively healthy
dessert as it is rich in
isoflavones, low in fat,
high in lean protein and
only a moderate amount
of syrup is required to
give it a satisfying taste.

SPECIALISED SERVICE CENTRE EXCLUSIVELY FOR
MERCEDES-BENZ, BMW AND AUDI CAR OWNERS
AT KOTA DAMANSARA
We provide a full range of fixed-price services, each performed in a structured series
of operating procedures to ensure faster and more efficient performance servicing;
especially for Mercedes-Benz, BMW and AUDI car owners whose car warranties have expired

LIST OF SERVICES
U Lubrication & Maintenance Service
U Air Cond Service and Maintenance
U Programming and Adaptation using latest STAR Diagnostic Compact 4 and BMW
ISID Diagnostic Tester
U Computer and Electronic Programming complete with SCN Coding
U Suspension System
U Engine and Automatic Transmission Overhauling
U Braking System ABS/ETS/ASR/SBC/ABR
U Hydraulic and Pneumatic Suspension System

Prominent Autotech Sdn Bhd

No 8-E, Jalan Teknologi, Pusat Teknologi Sunsuria
Kota Damansara PJU 5, 47810 Petaling Jaya Selangor
Tel: +603-6151 5369 / +603-6151 8369
Fax: +603-6150 5369
Email: enquiry@prominentautotech.com.my

OPERATING HOURS
Monday to Friday, 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturday, 8.30am - 3pm
Closed on Sunday and Public Holidays

www.prominentautotech.com.my
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23/11

CURATED BY TANIA JAYATHILAKA

BOARDING DAS WORLD TOUR 2017
Vir Das, an actor, musician, writer and stand-up
comedian who hails from India, brings his highenergy humour and wit to Malaysian audiences
this November as part of his Boarding Das World
Tour. The tour is in conjunction with Das’ one-hour
Netflix comedy special Abroad Understanding,
released in April this year.
Galaxy Hall, HGH Convention Centre,
Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 7732 8872
www.lolevents.my
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THE DIARY

30/11 – 3/12

2/12

MUSIC FROM THE MOVIES
Sit down to a stirring orchestral performance of your favourite movie soundtracks as the Kuala
Lumpur Performance Arts Centre (KLPAC) String Orchestra delivers 60 minutes of exciting
musical scores from blockbuster hits like La La Land, Narnia, The Avengers, Star Trek, as well
as animated classics like Castle in the Sky, Brave and Frozen.
Stage 2, Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre
Sentul Park, Jalan Strachan
Off Jalan Sultan Azlan Shah, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603-4047 9000
www.klpac.org

2/12

GREAT EASTERN VIPER CHALLENGE
2017
The Viper Challenge 2017 series come to a
close as thousands of fitness enthusiasts gather
at Cyberjaya to tackle a 20km route lined with
20 unique obstacles. Open to individuals and to
teams who can choose from time slots starting
at 7.30am onwards.
Centrus Mall, Cyberjaya
Tel: +603-4259 8888
www.viperchallenge.com

24/11 – 26/11

PENANG ISLAND JAZZ FESTIVAL 2017
First held in 2004, this independent Penang
Island Jazz Festival will see its 14th run this
year.The event is a four-day festival featuring
a mix of local and international jazz artists in
Bayview Beach Resort and at other selected
venues throughout the island in its fringe
stage.
Bayview Beach Resort, Feringgi Plaza
Jalan Batu Ferringhi, Batu Ferringhi
Penang
Tel: +603-2011 4725
www.penangjazz.com

2/12 – 3/12

MALAYSIA NATIONAL LION DANCE
CHAMPIONSHIP 2017
The Malaysia National Lion Dance
Championship is back this year at the Arena of
Stars at Resorts World Genting. At the semifinals on 2 December at 10am and the finals on 3
December at 2pm, visitors will be able to watch
the lions dance their hearts out on stilts and on
the floor, trying to outdo each other with daring
acrobatic stunts.
Arena of Stars, Resorts World Genting
Genting Highlands, Pahang
Tel: +603-2718 1118
www.rwgenting.com/entertainment/shows

MELAKA ART AND PERFORMANCE
FESTIVAL 2017
The Melaka Art and Performance Festival
(MAPFest) back for its ninth instalment, is held
at the UNESCO World Heritage site of St Paul’s
Hill in Bandar Hilir Melaka from 10am to 10pm.
The weekend festival will showcase artwork from
over 45 international artists alongside innovative
dance performances, all of which is free and open
to the public.
Bukit St Paul, Bandar Hilir Melaka, Melaka
Tel: +603-7491 9233
www.melakafestival.com
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THE SCENE

THE UNFORGOTTEN SINGLETON
The Singleton of Glen Ord has officially
launched its Forgotten Drop Series, which
is an annual release drawn from the brand’s
rarest and most precious whiskies. The series
comprise of whiskies re-discovered from a
few extremely rare casks that showcase the
signature rich and balanced characteristics
of the distillery. This year, the annual release
presents The Singleton of Glen Ord 41 Year
Old, with a limited 600 bottles made available
worldwide and only 24 bottles in Malaysia,
retailing at RM15,193.00 per bottle. The
Singleton of Glen Ord 41 Year Old is bottled
at a cask strength of 49.9 per cent ABV to
allow consumers to experience the pure
character of this rare batch of old casks.
Aside from the Forgotten Drop Series,
The Singleton of Glen Ord also launched its
18 Year Old Cask Strength in Malaysia, which
is a limited edition bottling to celebrate the
distillery’s 180th anniversary. It is bottled at
a cask strength of 58.4 per cent ABV that
creates a less spicy flavour, with aromas of
walnuts and polished antique oak, followed
by gingery and honeyed sweetness with rich
fruity notes. This single malt Scotch whisky
is only made available in selected markets
with a starting price of RM624.00.

The Scene

The hottest events to have set society abuzz.

CH RI S T OP H E C A N N , G RO UP CHIEF
EXE CU T IV E OF F IC E R , AL -FUT T AIM ASIA

ROBINSONS TURNS 10!
From humble beginnings to one of
the most sought-after internationally
renowned department stores in the
world, Robinsons celebrates its 10th year
anniversary since its return to Malaysian
soil in 2007 with its colourful 159 years
of history while giving a foretaste of its
plans for the future.
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

“For 10 years, Robinsons has enticed and
titillated shoppers in Kuala Lumpur. We have
exceeded Malaysian shoppers’ expectations,
setting aflame the shopping spirit within by
providing the latest trends, exciting promotions
and wonderfully curated products to our
shoppers,” said Christophe Cann, Group Chief
Executive Officer, Al-Futtaim Asia.
During its 10th year anniversary event,
Robinsons announced its expansion plans in
Malaysia.
“In our mission to provide enhanced
shopping experiences and affordable luxuries
to our current base, as well as attracting a new
generation of local and foreign shoppers, we
are expanding our operations in Malaysia
with our new flagship store in Shoppes at
Four Seasons Place within the heart of Kuala
Lumpur,” said Cann.
Standing tall with a retail size of 200,000
sq. ft, the new flagship store of Robinsons
is scheduled to open in spring 2018, further
enriching the lives of its shoppers with its
unique and stylish vibes while still staying
true to the brand’s historic values.
16

RAJESH JOSHI,MARKETING DIRECTOR OF MOËT
HENNESSY DIAGEO MALAYSIA, DIAGEO BRANDS

THE SINGLETON OF GLEN ORD 41 YEAR OLD

WINNIE TAY

SYARIKAT LC CHONG'S DOYENNE OF INSURANCE

WINNIE TAY
LESSONS IN RESILIENCE

This doyenne of the insurance industry speaks of the challenges she’s been up
against and how she has risen above them all.

INTERVIEW SHARMINI M.RETHINASAMY
PHOTOGRAPHY BRIAN FANG, M8 STUDIO
ART DIRECTION YAYA NASARUDDIN
STYLIST VOON WEI
MAKE UP AND HAIR JOEY YAP
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WINNIE TAY

Sleeveless pleated long
cardigan, pleated top
and pants, all from
PLEATS PLEASE
Issey Miyake
Shoes Tory Burch
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WINNIE TAY

I

“Getting cold feet but
still determined, I
started by introducing
myself,” she recalls of
the meeting that turned
her business around. “He
said ‘It’s alright. I have
heard about you and your
father. Your name and
reputation precede you.”

t took some amount of
cajoling to get Winnie Tay to
agree to be featured on the
cover of this issue. “I don’t
have an interesting story,”
exclaims this lovely 70-year-old goodnaturedly. “I don’t have any fancy
titles either!”
After some reassurances, she
agreed and lo and behold! Hers is a
story worth telling. “My soul mate
and husband, George, encouraged me
to say yes,” she said gleefully.
And like clockwork, in walks
George, whose eyes light up upon
seeing Winnie all groomed and
dressed to the hilt for this photography session. “You look
lovely,” he remarks. “I would date you all over again.” He
saunters off and before long the whole home is filled with music
from the 60s and 70s.
The courtyard home they live in at Tropicana Golf and
Country Resort would not have come into being if it wasn’t for
George’s love for satay and the chance to go on a helicopter ride!
“When Tropicana first launched this place, they advertised
free helicopter rides and satay. George was adventurous and
wanted to ride a helicopter and try out the satay. It was a
crowded weekend, especially at the satay stalls. We were waiting
to be taken around the property when the project contractor
kindly decided to show us around.”
The couple got into the contractor’s jeep and he took them
around to view the general layout of the site.
“He stopped at his site office and explained that this was the
highest ground in the area and he had paid a FengShui master
RM2000 to identify this particular plot as the most auspicious.”
“That was a lot of money 25 years back. We forgot about the
helicopter ride and satay. We bought this plot and built our
home. There are no regrets; just counting our blessings to be
living in such a peaceful surrounding.”
THROWN IN THE DEEP END

Regarded with much respect as the doyenne of the insurance industry,
her foray into it was nonetheless accidental and not by choice.
“My father, Chong Fook Shin, started an insurance agency,”
Winnie explains. “His agency was the first agency appointed as a chief
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agent and with power of attorney by a
foreign insurance company.”
To be appointed as such, was
deemed an honour as one has the
authority to issue policies and settle
claims.
It was the late 60s. Winnie had
just completed her LCC Secretarial
course. “My father had asked me to
join him in the agency promising to
teach me all I needed to know,” she
recalls. “He was 73 years old and in
poor health.”
Unfortunately for Winnie and
her family, her father passed away
seven months later. “I was literally
thrown into the lion’s den,” says Winnie. “I had to start from
scratch and without much experience. I desperately tried to
maintain the existing business and procure new ones.”
It was very daunting for a young, inexperienced Winnie,
who suddenly was pushed into an industry dominated by men.
She persevered with determination and hope.
“I concentrated on motor insurance,” she recalls of her
early days in the business. “Every morning I would be armed
with proposal forms and cover notes and make my way to visit
motor franchises, car dealers and car salesmen.”
“The business grew slowly but not without having to work
tirelessly at gaining their trust and confidence. Eventually, I
made inroads and fast gained popularity with the motor franchise
companies and major used car dealers in the Klang Valley.”
“In the mid-80s, the insurance industry suffered a major
setback. Many motor insurance companies suffered heavy
losses on motor claims and many were forced into insolvency.
This caused my agency to also come to a halt.”
Winnie’s insurance portfolio was mainly motor insurance;
hence, she was badly affected. “I had 15 staff‘s welfare to look after
and I was asked to stop accepting motor insurance overnight. The
thought of my staff’s livelihood being at stake was really stressful.”
“It was George who encouraged me to look for a big
corporate insurance company that could take over my
portfolio.”
With his support, she summoned up the courage to make
an appointment to meet the Group CEO of a large reputable
corporation.

WINNIE TAY

On George Tay,
Blazer, printed shirt,
pants, watch, eyeglasses
and belt, all George's
own
On Winnie,
Lace short-sleeved
dress and earrings,
both from Kate Spade
New York
Watch and eyeglasses,
Winnie's own

See through dress, KATE SPADE NEW YORK. Watch, Michelle’s own
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“He is my pillar of strength,”
she said. “In everything I have
done, it’s not without his
worthy consult and he is
always ready to stand by me
and encourage me to move
forward and do things.”
“Getting cold feet but still determined, I started by
introducing myself,” she recalls of the meeting that turned her
business around. “He said ‘It’s alright. I have heard about you
and your father. Your name and reputation precede you.’”
“This man gave me my new life line,” she says with gratitude.
Winnie was subsequently dubbed as the Motor Queen and
Big Sister by her peers in the General Motor Insurance Agent
Association.
Fast forward to 2003, when Winnie became the Champion
Agent. “The CEO encouraged me to go into life insurance. He
challenged me to do the Million Dollar Round Table (MDRT)
and I did it in three months!”
“In 2007, with the launch of a new life insurance savings
product, I wanted to repeat my MDRT but the management
encouraged me to go for my full potential. Within four months,
I achieved Top Of The Table, the highest international life
insurance recognition. I broke the company’s record as well as
clinched the championship.”
GREATER CHALLENGES

Challenges did not end there. Back at home, her beloved
husband, George, was diagnosed with kidney cancer in 1977.
“I knew then that I had to be a wife and mother first,” she
shares. “By God’s grace, with one kidney removed, George
recovered. Unfortunately, unbeknownst to us, this was just the
beginning of more medical challenges ahead.”
“In 1994, George was hit yet by another big blow,” she says
ruefully. “This time he was diagnosed with oesophagus cancer.
To get the best possible expertise, we sought medical help in
Singapore. “
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Due to the severity of George’s condition, and with only a 25
per cent survival rate from such an operation, the doctor advised
Winnie to call her sons back from overseas to be by his side.
“My sons were in the midst of their exams but this was a lifechanging crisis situation and their presence was needed by their
father’s side,” she explained. “This time, they removed half his
stomach and oesophagus and two ribs.”
Winnie and her family’s strong spiritual belief and prayerful
inclinations led to another successful recovery for George.
“That day changed my life’s focus and aspirations. Life was
too short. I stood by George and watched over him like a hawk,
ensuring he watched his diet and maintained good health. As a
result, I became a nagging wife!”
“Today, he is just recovering from hernia surgery,” she says.
“It’s amazing how well he is doing.”
She gazes over to George who is pottering about the house –
with a little skip in his step, no less – to ensure that he is ready
should Winnie need any assistance. “He is my pillar of strength,”
she said. “In everything I have done, it’s not without his worthy
consult and he is always ready to stand by me and encourage me
to move forward and do things.”
“All that I have achieved in my life, I did so because of
George. Like my late father, he, too, believes in me.”
Today at 70, Winnie is the epitome of calm. Having
weathered many storms in her day, she is ready to deal with any
more that may come her way.
“I am still the hawk and barber to my beloved husband,”
she smiles. “and cook and baker to my children and seven
grandchildren.”
“I am still very involved in my work but I keep a good worklife balance and make sure I enjoy my time in my dream house
that I designed, cooking up a storm every weekend.”
Life has thrown many challenges her way, but yet Winnie,
armed with good support and resolute determination, has risen
above it all, keeping calm and order and staying resilient each time.

WINNIE TAY

Knit turtleneck,

MICHAEL KORS
COLLECTION. Bangle and
earring, KATE SPADE
NEW YORK.

Pleated short-sleeved top and printed pleated skirt, both from PLEATS PLEASE Issey Miyake
Necklace, watch and eyeglasses, Winnie’s own
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NEWS | BOOKS

Modern Classics

Worthy reads that predict the future, define a character and transport your imagination.

IF ON A WINTER’S NIGHT
A TRAVELLER
ITALO CALVINO

Italian writer Italo Calvino
takes his readers on a journey
through different mysterious
narratives. It begins when ‘the
reader’ buys a new book from
a bookshop only to discover
an error in the printing after a
few chapters. Upon returning
the book to the store, he finds
that he has picked another
book written by a different
author. He’s then given a
choice to pick which novel
he’d like and so begins a maze
of stories which unfolds into
wonderful mysterious tales
that entices the reader into
different plots and storylines.

1984
GEORGE ORWELL

WHITE TEETH
ZADIE SMITH

THE CORRECTIONS
JONATHAN FRANZEN

British novelist Zadie Smith’s
debut novel follows the lives of
two wartime friends, one from
Bangladesh and the other
from Jamaica, in the later part
of their lives. A heterogenous
scramble of mixed race and
immigrant family life set in
London, the novel describes
how the past affects the
present in a warm-hearted and
surprisingly funny way.

Set around a dysfunctional
Midwestern family and
a ‘final family Christmas
dinner’ toward the beginning
of the millennium, Franzen’s
novel traces the lives of the
Lambert family from the late
20th century to the present
day, and is an intimate and
amusing portrait of the
traditional American family
and the relatable anxieties
that envelop each character
within it.

First published in 1949, George
Orwell’s 1984 is very much
relevant to this day as both
a social commentary and a
warning of what society could
become. Set in a dystopian
future controlled by ‘Big
Brother’, the novel follows
protagonist Winston Smith,
a man who lives on Airstrip
One (formerly known as Great
Britain), and his struggles
within the totalitarian world.

CURATED BY AMYLIA HILDA

Our Pick...
THE LIFE AND OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM SHANDY,
GENTLEMAN
LAURENCE STERNE

This experimental novel was way ahead of its time when it was first
published in 1759. It was subsequently published in nine volumes
within the next seven years. Known as one of the first ‘postmodern’
novels, it tells the odd tale of its hero, or anti-hero, Tristram
Shandy, beginning with details of the moment of his conception
in the womb and the ‘unfortunate’ yet hilarious events during his
birth. Filled with colourful characters and narrated in a humorous
and whimsical style, Sterne’s bawdy humour has not lost its touch.
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“Laurence Sterne’s
vivid novel caused
delight and
consternation when
it first appeared and
has lost little of its
original bite.”
The Guardian

MUSIC | NEWS

Take-Back-Your-Life Songs
Inspirational music as you face adversity head-on.

“If you’re old enough, you remember a
different JAY-Z, the JAY-Z who became king
of New York through sheer sneering cold
unemotional arrogant confidence,”
- Tom Breihan , Stereogum
NOW
SHANIA TWAIN

4:44
JAY-Z

Look no further than
Shakira’s Spanishdominated 11th studio
album if you’re feeling a
little Latin and wavy in
the hips. Translated to ‘The
Golden One’ in English, this
album was number one on
the Billboard’s Latin Pop
Album chart for several
weeks. You’ll hear tunes
of Latin pop, Reggaeton,
Bachata, Vallenato as well as
electronic pop. Top hit song
Chantaje featuring Maluma
was nominated for Record
of the Year at the 18th Latin
Grammy Awards. Other
tracks like ‘La Bicicleta’,
‘Me Enamore’ and her
English tracks like ‘When
A Woman’ and ‘What We
Said’ are worth listening to,
too. The Colombian singer
has been on a hiatus since
2014 to deliver her second
child, fight writer’s block
and battle some personal
issues..

It’s been 15 years since
Shania Twain released her
last album Up in 2002 but
the Canadian singer is back
to impress with Now. Her
fifth studio album features
songs like ‘Life’s About To
Get Good’ which topped the
Top 40 chart, and ‘Swinging
With My Eyes Closed’;
suggesting that she is back in
the industry after too many
years of mishaps. Apart
from divorcing her husband
who decided to jump on
the unfaithful bandwagon,
as reported in Rolling
Stones, the ex country-pop
queen was also battling
dysphonia and Lyme
disease. Unsurprisingly,
her new album is all about
reconstructing her career
and mending a broken heart
with electro-pop tunes and
arena country rhythm.
Life’s about to get good.

He’s hadLemonade thrown
right at him but the King
of Hip-hop is back with his
13th album. Hitting the
spotlight is the track 4:44
where Jay-Z raps about
life with his wife, family
and close friends. There is a
misconception that Hip-hop
is all about violence and
vulgarity but in fact, 4:44
is an album in which Jay-Z
expresses his life; telling
you his version of stories
that you hear in the media.
The album shot to number
one on the US Billboard
200 chart and was certified
‘Platinum’ by the Recording
Industry Association of
America. Even if it’s not
your genre of choice, this
album is definitely worth
a listen.
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Our Pick...
SONGS OF CINEMA
MICHAEL BOLTON

Earlier this year,
Michael Bolton
released his 23rd
studio album titled
Songs Of Cinema.
In this album, he
remakes iconic
classic soundtracks
from major movies
like ‘I’ve Got A Woman’ from ‘Ray’, ‘As Time Goes
By’ from ‘Casablanca’, and ‘Jack Sparrow’ from his
Saturday Night Live’s ‘The Lonely Island’ digital short.
Check out his collaboration with Dolly Parton on the
remake of ‘I Will Always Love You’ from the movie
‘The Bodyguard’. It’s a great album to listen to when
you want to reminisce over the old times; old movies
and songs bring back sweet memories.
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EL DORADO
SHAKIRA

NEWS | MOVIES

Reel Classics
Modern classics to binge on.

THE ACT OF KILLING (2012)

CITY OF GOD (2002)

The Act of Killing was a favourite to win the Best Documentary
accolade at the Oscars. The movie depicts the true accounts of notorious
Indonesian death squad leader Anwar Congo and his band of gangsters
who helped the army kill more than a million alleged communists,
ethnic Chinese and intellectuals over a span of less than a year in Medan,
Indonesia. Revered as the founding father of a right-wing paramilitary
organisation comprising of government ministers and powerful leaders,
Anwar and his men act as themselves in this gripping yet controversial
storytelling of a regime founded on acts of violence.

Shot in the world’s most
notorious slum, Rio de
Janeiro’s City of God, tells
the tale of two young men
who choose different paths
in life. Rocket, a budding
photographer who grows up
to view the harsh realities of
his surroundings through
an artistic eye, and Jose, an
ambitious drug dealer who
uses Rocket’s talent to elevate
his fame as a turf war erupts.
City of God is a place where
one lives in fear, may not live
past the age of 20, and where
police rarely go. Through his
photography, Rocket provides
a window into his world and
ultimately uses it as his ticket
out.

Language: Indonesian
Starring Anwar Congo, Herman
Koto and Syamsul Arifin

Language: Portuguese
Starring Alice Braga, Leandro
Firmino, Alexandre Rodrigues
and Seu Jorge

CURATED BY SHARMINI M. RETHINASAMY

BOYHOOD (2014)

THE MASTER (2012)

Discharged naval officer fresh from the aftermath of WWII, Freddie
Quell, battles the trauma and inner demons of life before and after
the war. Violent tempered, sex-obsessed and an alcoholic, Quell is a
ticking time-bomb wherever he goes. He stumbles upon a yacht in
a drunken stupor and meets the charismatic leader of the religious
movement The Cause, Lancaster Dodd. A lost Quell falls prey easily
and looks to Dodd as his mentor, hanging on his every word to survive
emotionally.
Language: English
Starring Joaquin Phoenix, Philip Seymour Hoffman and Amy Adams
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A coming-of-age drama by
Richard Linklater depicts the
life of Mason Evans Jr from
childhood to adolescence.
Growing up in Texas with
divorced parents, the six-yearold lives with his single mother
and older sister. A tumultuous
setting of his mother’s
relationship woes, blending two
families, opposing parenting
styles, alcoholism and abuse,
romantic relationships and
blossoming hormones make for
an interesting premise which
this movie thrives on.
Language: English
Starring Ethan Hawke, Patricia
Arquette, Ellar Coltrane and
Lorelai Linklater

THE HOME

Timeless Treasures
Classic furniture pieces that have
withstood evolving trends in the home.

CURATED BY SHARMINI M.RETHINASAMY

Arne Jacobsen designed the SAS Royal Hotel
in Copenhagen and for its busy lobby, he
created the Egg Chair and Footstool. With this
design he was able to explore new materials
that allowed the flexibility of shapes and fluid
curves as well as single moulded shells. The
chair affords privacy in public spaces with
its unique shape. The authentic Egg Chair is
sleek, contoured and flawless with a base that
has four prongs. The craftsmanship of an Egg
Chair is impeccable. There are no folds, no
creases, and no wrinkles. There are no joins or
stitching on the front of the chair, except on
the seat pad.
www.fritzhansen.com

The Knoll Barcelona® Chair is one of the most
imitated designs of all time. It was designed
by Mies van der Rohe, the last director of the
Bauhaus before the Nazis closed the school and
he fled to America, and was intended to provide
a comfortable break for the King of Spain as he
visited the German Pavilion at the International
Exposition of 1929. One of the most recognised
objects of the last century and an icon of the
modern movement, the Barcelona Chair exudes
simple elegance that epitomises Mies van der
Rohe’s most famous maxim – “less is more”.
The chair is largely hand-made with cushions
made from 148 separate pieces of leather and a
chromed stainless steel frame, hand-buffed to a
mirror finish.
www.knoll.com
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Swiss-born Charles-Édouard Jeanneret, best known by his
adopted name Le Corbusier, was highly influential as an
architect and designer where his masterpieces injected a clear
sense of space and structure with underlying simplicity. He
espouses the same ideals in his furniture designs which are
spare, minimal yet efficient, and offering supreme comfort. He
devised the Le Corbusier sofa, coupling tubular chrome frames
with soft leather upholstery. The Le Corbusier pieces reverse the
standard structures of sofas and chairs by having frames that are
externalised. With thick, resilient pillows resting within the steel
frames, the idea was to offer all the comfort of a padded surface
while applying elegant minimalism.
www.cassina.com

Achille Castiglioni’s mantra as a lecturer to his students was,
“Start from scratch. Stick to common sense. Know your goals
and means.” He paid heed to his own advice and, together with
his brother Pier Giacomo, designed the Arco Floor Lamp. The
Arco provides overhead lighting without the use of ceiling
suspension, and a polished shade extending nearly seven feet
provides light to a dining table or sofa. The lamp weighs in at
hefty 78 pounds and is difficult to move; hence the strategically
placed hole in the base to accommodate a broom handle.
The lamp achieved iconic status when it appeared on screen
alongside Sean Connery in Diamonds Are Forever and in The
Italian Job (apropos).
www.flos.com

Isamu Noguchi joined a curved, wood base
with a freeform glass top and created a perfect
balance of art and design. He designed this
for A. Conger Goodyear, the President of the
Museum of Modern Art in 1939. He considered
this iconic coffee table his only furniture success
after six decades of creative work. The Herman
Miller company recruited Noguchi to create the
Noguchi table which became one of Herman
Miller’s most iconic and successful designs.
Production ceased in 1973, and the piece
became an instant collectible. Herman Miller
reissued it in 1980 in a limited edition of about
480 tables. The table was reintroduced again in
1984 for the ‘Herman Miller Classics’ line, and
has been in production ever since.
www.hermanmiller.com
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Dark & Decadent

For a more dramatic Christmas dinner, this table with its regal black, purple
and metallic colours is just the inspiration you’ve been looking for.
BY LOUISA HOLST AND LIZEL CLOETE /THE INTERVIEW PEOPLE ASSISTANTS TANI KIRSTEN AND CISKIA HANEKOM
PHOTOS ADRIAAN OOSTHUIZEN STYLING HANNES KOEGELENBERG, LYNNAE ENDERSBY AND DALA WATTS

Elegance is the watchword for this Christmas theme. Use
luxurious fabrics such as lace and velvet and add old gold,
silver and burnished copper to your black and purple
colour scheme. We used plain white plates, but spray
painted a lace design onto our charger plates to make
them look more special. The silver cutlery, metallic frames
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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and black Christmas baubles with glitter add sparkle to
the festivities. The wine glasses are in various shades of
amber and purple, matched by the glass containers for
the candles. Simple arrangements of lilac-pink tulips,
wine-red peonies and deep-pink roses are the only other
touches of colour.

THE HOME

BIRD-CAGE PLACE CARDS

These pretty place cards double up as
delicate décor for your table. Hide a
chocolate under each cage as a small
surprise for your guests.

31
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BLACK
BAUBLES

ARITA JAPAN – S&B TEA POT

GU-PA – HEAP BOX
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GIFTS STYLISH IN BLACK

Wrap your gifts with black, purple or metallic
gift wrap or even with wallpaper remnants.
You can also make your own gift wrap by
photocopying scrapbooking paper. Play around
with a variety of designs and textures that you
combine with ribbon, crystals, tassles and shiny
buckles to add a touch of luxury to your gifts.

33
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SNOWFLAKE NAPKIN DECORATION

These beaded decorations add a bit of
extra bling to your table, or you could
use them to embellish a gift parcel.
Attach with a decorative pin such as
a hatpin, or you could also affix them
to your napkin rings.
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CHARGER PLATES WITH LACE DESIGN
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THE

ARISTOCRATS
REVISITED

Whether it is idyllic countryside villages or
sprawling castles and rural estates, many
people have a romantic view of England and
its long and rich past. However, few things
can embody the country’s past opulence
and grandeur than some of its finest stately
homes and castles.
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CHATSWORTH HOUSE, DERBYSHIRE

Chatsworth House is one of England’s finest and best
known stately homes. The enormous estate, sitting
among the heavily forested rolling hills of the county
of Derbyshire, is the seat of the Duke of Devonshire,
and it has remained in the Cavendish family since 1549.
The splendid country estate is home to an extensive
collection of extremely valuable paintings, antique
furniture, neoclassical sculptures and a vast library of
books collected over sixteen generations of the family
who still call Chatsworth House their home.
Around thirty rooms are open to the public,
including various state rooms and galleries. The
house is home to one of the most important private
collections of art in Europe including artefacts from
Ancient Egypt, and numerous original paintings

ranging from the seventeenth century to the present.
The parks and gardens comprise over a hundred acres
of land, most of which are also open to the public,
and there is an extensive farmyard area and climbing
forest. Visitors will also be able to purchase top quality
natural produce at the Chatsworth House farm shop,
buy gifts from the house shops or eat at a selection of
on-site restaurants and cafés. Visitors who want to
stay for a while can also choose from one of the hotels
or holiday cottages belonging to the estate.
Tickets to visit Chatsworth House may be purchased
locally or online at chatsworth.org. The estate is open
daily from the middle of March to December 23 from
11am until 5:30pm.

CHATSWOR TH HOUSE , DE RB Y S H I RE
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CASTLE HOWARD, NORTH YORKSHIRE

Situated in the heart of the picture-perfect Yorkshire
countryside fifteen miles to the north of the ancient city
of York, Castle Howard remains the private residence of
the Howard family, and has been so for the past threehundred years. Construction of the stately home began
in 1699 for the Earl of Carlisle on the site of a ruined
castle. The building boasts an extravagant baroque design
with a central dome and two symmetrical wings, and the
estate is home to extensive parks and gardens as well as an
arboretum.
Several rooms are open to the public who wish to
take a tour of the house. The rooms on display are also
home to an extensive collection of priceless works of

art collected by the family over the last century. Visitors
may also take a look at the eighteenth century chapel
in the house’s west wing, a splendid room decorated in
the pre-Raphaelite style which Castle Howard is famous
for. Much of the estate’s grounds are open to the public
as well, and there are more than one-thousand acres
to explore, complete with dramatic natural landscapes
and splendid gardens dotted with pagodas, statues and
fountains.
The grounds of Castle Howard are open every day of
the year except for Christmas Day, though the house itself
is only open from late March until early November as well
as for a week just before Christmas. An adult ticket for the
house and grounds costs £14.

CASTL E HOWAR D , N OR TH YORK S H I RE
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WA DDE S DON M A N O R, B U C K I NGH AMS H I RE

WADDESDON MANOR, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Perhaps not the best example of an English stately
home due to the fact that it was built in the style of
a French Neo-Renaissance château by the incredibly
successful Rothschild Family in the late nineteenth
century, Waddesdon Manor is nonetheless one of the
most beautiful houses in the United Kingdom. With
its extravagant façade, elaborate towers, conical roofs
and formal gardens, this splendid residence also boasts
an extensive collection of French period tapestries,
antique furnishings and other works of art. Today, the
property is owned by the National Trust.
Waddesdon Manor is a short train ride away from
London, making it a convenient day trip for anyone
spending time in the city. Most of the house is open to
41

the public who may explore several bedroom suites,
numerous exhibition rooms and the main dining room
where Baron Ferdinand used to entertain guests with
great opulence until the early twentieth century. The
estate’s lands come with a Rocco-style aviary, a large
woodland playground area for children and many
acres of landscaped grounds dotted with sculptures
and fountains.
Waddesdon Manor hosts weddings and corporate
events. There are also several shops on the estate as
well as a restaurant and café and the Five Arrows
Hotel and restaurant at the gates to the estate. Adult
tickets to enter the house and gardens (including the
wine cellars and aviary) cost £18. The house is open
most of the year round.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 | TM
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HIGHCL ER E CASTL E , H A MPS H I RE

HIGHCLERE CASTLE, HAMPSHIRE

If you have ever watched the British period drama
Downton Abbey, then you will undoubtedly
recognise Highclere Castle. The splendid
Renaissance Revival-style stately home is the main
filming location for the highly successful TV series.
Highclere Castle is the seat of the Earl of Carnarvon
and is still privately owned by the Herbert Family,
the same family which funded the expedition to
discover Tutankhamun’s tomb in 1922.
In spite of its recent fame, you still won’t see
Highclere Castle referred to in many top lists of
stately homes to visit in the United Kingdom due
to its recent troubled past. As recently as 2009,
the beautiful historic estate was in a desperate
condition with most of the rooms being completely
uninhabitable due to damp and general disrepair.
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Few members of the public ever visited Highclere
Castle during these troubled times and even the
family moved out to live in the nearby village of
the same name. However, the TV hit has helped to
save the home, and its £11 million refurbishment is
now well underway. Visitor numbers have increased
dramatically since 2011 when the estate was
reopened to the public.
Visitors taking a tour of the house who have
watched Downton Abbey will instantly recognise
the main drawing room and several other rooms.
Visitors may also see the Egyptian exhibition and
stroll around 1000 acres of parkland and landscaped
gardens. Highclere is currently open for around two
months of the year, including the summer and Easter
holidays and various other public holidays.

ADVERTORIAL

LIGHT U P YOU R WOR L D !
Consumers are spoilt for choice when it comes to lighting up their homes.

During the last decade or so, consumer
trends in the utilisation of decorative lights have
evolved because of the sophistication of design
and the growth of numerous manufacturers
with plenty of innovative design ideas.
Furthermore, the mushrooming of interior
decorators who provide professional advice
has opened up a whole new perspective in the
decorative lighting industry.
As for the choice of lighting, the following is
usually considered:
1. The house built up; whether it is a mansion, a
bungalow, a linked unit or a condominium.
2. The concept; classic, contemporary or
modern.
3. The colour scheme.
4. The allocated budget
Seng Hup Lighting And Décor at Jalan
222, Petaling Jaya is among the pioneers in the
decorative lighting industry, having been in
the business for more than five decades. A vast
showroom and a selection of lights sourced from
around the world ensures a comprehensive

range of products designed to satisfy even the
most discerning consumer.
Lights can be classified into the following
categories:
1. Chandeliers namely Crystal Chandeliers
2. Multi pendants
3. Single Pendants
4. Wall Fittings
5. Recessed and surface mounted down lights.
6. Exterior Lights.
Chandeliers are often sourced for banquet
halls, bungalows and places of worship which
are generally decorated with crystals.
These crystals come in many forms,
colours and sizes. A crystal chandelier creates
a dazzling colour spectrum providing ultimate
grandeur in the area where it’s installed. Some
of the more popular crystals used are Swarovski
Strass, Bohemian and Asfour.
Multi Pendants are simplified versions
of chandeliers requiring lesser maintenance.
They come in an assortment of designs, sizes
and finishings with shades made of sandblasted

glass, stained glass and alabaster. Single
pendants are generally fitted at the dining room
or at patios to enhance the beauty of the area.
Wall fittings are generally used at the staircase
landing and in areas where a wall light is needed.
There are also spot and picture light versions to act
as wall flushes and to light up your priced picture
frames. They can be single armed or multi armed.
Recessed or down lights are commonly
powered by LED these days. They come in
three coloured tones namely Warm White, Cool
White and Daylight. The choice of colour is
mainly up to the consumer.
Exterior lights come in many colours
and finishings namely Stainless Steel, Cast
Aluminium and Resin. They are usually
mounted as wall lights, buried lights, pillar
lights and pendant lights. LED strips can also be
utilised as wall flushers for the exterior.
Visit Seng Hup Lighting And Décor to feast
your eyes on our collection and also new arrival
of chandeliers, Tiffany lighting and Moroccan
Concept lighting.

SPECIAL FOR TROPICANA PRIVILEGE CARD MEMBERS & TROPICANA HOME OWNERS:
55% discount on Chandeliers!
Promotion valid from: 1st Nov 2017 until 31st JAN 2018 only.

BEAUFIX APPLIANCES SDN. BHD. (1238069-T)

68, Jalan TSB 9, Kota Damansara, 47000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia.
T +603-6156 6888 F +603-6156 1818 E enquiry@beaufix.com W www.beaufix.com
Beaufix reserves the right to make changes to the models, specifications, construction, colors and materials in order to conform with
technological developments and as part of normal product development.Colors on print may differ from actual products.

Sole Distributor:

Mirror
and an Oven
Reflection of Your Lifestyle
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MONTHS
WARRANTY

FL Slim Hood

FL One Touch

FL Steam Oven

FL Blast Chiller
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Gadget Essentials
A comprehensive selection of kitchen gadgets by Bosch allows one to manage the household chores in a
convenient and efficient manner.

DISHWASHER

CHIMNEY HOOD

A chimney hood offers the optimum air volume
for kitchens of all sizes whether you have an openplan kitchen and living room, or a small, closed-off
kitchen. Air should be exchanged six to 12 times an
hour to ensure a consistently pleasant ambience.
To do so, the air delivery volume or power of the
cooker hood must be appropriate to the room
volume.
The wall-mounted Bosch 8DWB121K50
series box, slim-lined chimney hood gives you
complete freedom in planning your kitchen. At
120cm in width, and an extraction rate of 830
m3/h, it ensures optimal kitchen air quality. The
LED lighting is energy efficient as it perfectly
illuminates the hob. The intensive speed setting
allows for automatic resets to a normal speed
setting after six minutes. The hood is exceptionally
quiet yet high performing at just 49dB. The
chimney hood comes in a classy, brushed steel.

The Bosch 8 SMS88TW02E series
freestanding, white dishwasher comes
with brilliant cleaning and drying
results with its ActiveWater technology
with Super 60°C programme and TFT
display. At 60cm, this innovative rinsing
technology maximises efficiency and
ensures environmentally friendly
rinsing for excellent cleaning results.
Water and energy is saved through
targeted water distribution, optimised
filter technology, faster heating and
higher pump performance for increased water circulation.
It rinses efficiently with the highest possible energy efficiency rating of
class A+++. With its SuperSilence feature, it operates at an exceptionally quiet
42dB. The HygienePlus option rinses with a higher temperature for the highest
hygienic performance. The VarioFlex Pro basket system, VarioDrawer Pro and
GlassSecure Tray make this product more flexible and stable. The AquaStop
system consists of a double-walled supply hose, a safety valve, as well as a
floor sump with float switch, offering 100 per cent protection against water
damage. Bosch guarantees it for life. The IntensiveZone option, which can be
added to many programmes, ensures a higher spraying pressure and increases
the temperature in the lower basket. Heavily soiled pots and pans are cleaned
thoroughly whilst more delicate dishes can be placed in the upper basket. A
childproof door lock prevents the door from being opened and the programme
being altered during the cycle. This prevents injuries caused by hot steam and
accidental adjustments to the programme settings. Automatic programmes
allow for a more efficient use of water, water temperature and rinse time, which
are adjusted exactly to suit the level of soiling. This provides best results while
saving water and energy.

INDUCTION HOBS

Induction hobs can save lots of time compared to conventional hobs. An induction hob, for
example, can bring two litres of water to a boil twice as quickly than a ceramic hob, saving time
and energy, allowing you to serve dinner faster, and leaving you more time to enjoy yourself.
The Bosch 8 PXE675DC1E induction hob series with PerfectFry achieves perfect frying results
thanks to an automatic temperature control. It is perfect for browning roasted food as well, with
a five power level sensor control. The 60cm induction hob comes with a DirectSelect Premium
feature that allows for easy selection of a cooking zone, power and additional cooking functions.
The FlexInduction Zone gives more flexibility when combining cooking zones into one big zone
for both small pots and larger cookware. This elegant induction hob, which comes with a bevelled
front and metal strips on the side, is fast, precise, easy to clean and consumes little energy.
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SIDE-BY-SIDE FRIDGE-FREEZER

The large capacity, stainless steel Bosch KAN92VI35 side-by-side
fridge-freezer comes with a VarioInverter and intuitive LED
electronic control. The VarioInverter cools efficiently with lower
energy consumption of the two Ticks Energy Rating. The large
capacity allows for space flexibility enabling the storage of different
sized groceries. The innovative VitaFresh cooling technology keeps
food fresh for up to three times longer. Within the VitaFresh section,
there are two air humidity zones: The dry VitaFresh Zone is perfect
for storing sausages, cheese, meat and fish. The moist VitaFresh Zone
provides the perfect environment for fruit and vegetables and ensures
that freshness, flavour and nutritional value are retained for longer.
The fan-assisted MultiAirflow System causes gentle, even currents
of cold air to emerge at all levels of the chilling and freezing area.
Temperature fluctuations are minimised and cooling times reduced –
which helps food retain their flavour for longer.
The unit comes with Eco and Holiday modes. Just press a button to
switch to the most economic operating mode. When you activate the
EcoMode function, the fridge automatically adjusts to an economical
chilling temperature. When the holiday mode, function is activated,
the temperature in the fridge section is approximately +14°C and in the
freezer approximately -18°C, protecting frozen foods and preventing
energy wastage in the fridge.
The fingerprint resistant stainless steel finishing, and digital
display and control for setting and controlling temperatures, makes
this a must-have in your home.

FRONT LOAD WASHER

DRYER

The Bosch 8 WTW85561BY heat pump
dryer with SelfCleaning CondenserTM is
the only life-long A++ dryer that cleans the
condenser for you. No more manual cleaning
as the condenser is cleaned up to four times
automatically with the water extracted
during the drying cycle. The machine dries
at an especially quiet noise level at 65dB. The
ECARF Quality Seal is specially developed
for the needs of allergy sufferers and those
with sensitive skin. The SensitiveDrying
system enables laundry to be penetrated
by a constant flow of gentle air from all
sides; gently drying all types of fabric. The
ComfortControl intuitive user interface
makes this dryer easy to operate.

The Bosch 8 WAW326440EU series washing
machine comes with a new design and an
intelligent, automatic, precision dosing
system that saves you water and detergent.
The i-Dos™ gives you perfect wash results
with minimal consumption at maximum
convenience. The EcoSilence Drive™ allows
for an extremely energy-efficient and quiet
operation with an especially long life. This
machine is 30 per cent more efficient than
the top of its class with an energy efficiency
class rating of A+++. The ComfortControl
feature with consumption indication displays
easy operation and indicates energy and
water consumption. The DrumClean with
reminder function ensures your machine
is programmed for drum cleaning and
maintenance. The simple AquaStop hose consists of a
double-walled feed hose, a mechanical valve in the feed
hose and a visual display. Water running out collects in
the hose casing and causes a sponge to swell up, which then
stops the flow of water mechanically.
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INTERIOR DESIGN PACKAGE

SPACEM ATR IX

SPACE MATRIX:
TURNING DREAMS INTO REALITY

Space Matrix is an interior design company
that listens to your dreams and turns them
into reality. With our passion and dedication,
we design dream houses that are unique. We
do not duplicate our previous work as we treat
each project as our masterpiece. Other than
beautiful designs, practicality is our main
priority. Working within the customer’s
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investment, we implement various elements
such as lighting and colours to structure the
environment, creating a stunning, practical
and comfortable home.
No.19-1 Jalan PJS 5/30, Pusat Dagangan
Petaling Jaya Selatan, 46150 Petaling Jaya
Selangor
E: info@spacematrix.com.my
T: +603 - 7785 7770
F: +603 - 7785 7769
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Entrance:
3ft x 7ft shoe cabinet
Living Room:
8ft tv feature wall cum tv Console
Dining:
8ft x 8ft mirror feature wall
Kitchen:
2ft x 7ft tall unit storage cabinet
12ft quartz stone table top
12ft kitchen cabinet (top & bottom)
Selected glass door panels
01 nos of stainless steel cutlery tray
01 nos of multi function basket
02 nos 900mm pullout baskets
02 nos of lift up mechanism
02 nos of soft close inner drawer
03 nos of soft close drawer slides
Bedroom:
10ft x full height wardrobe
01 nos trousers pullout rack
01 nos of accessories pullout rack
PACKAGE NOW AT
RM48,800 ONLY!

PROPERTY
NEWS

TROPICANA WINS BIG AND FITNESS FUN
THIS ISSUE

Prestigious. Award-winning.
Quality. Innovative. High
capital appreciation.
These are just some of the
signatures of the property
projects undertaken by
Tropicana Corporation
Berhad. The following pages
showcase some novel and
stunning residential and
commercial developments
as further testament to
the organisation’s flair in
this industry. Tropicana

Corporation hopes to create
a more compassionate and
supportive community,
especially within its
circles of influence. As
a responsible developer,
Tropicana Corporation
continues to deliver on its
responsibility to give back
to society by supporting
various charitable
causes and participating
in celebrations and
community events.
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OUTSTANDING
ACCOLADES

T
HO NO URE D WIT H T H E M A L AYSIAN FUJ IAN
O UTSTA N D IN G E N T R E P R E N EUR AWAR D
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an Sri Danny Tan Chee
Sing, founder of Tropicana
Corporation
Berhad
and
the main shareholder of the
company, was one of the 62
Malaysian Hokkiens to be recognised at
the Federation of Hokkien Associations
Malaysia’s (FHAM). Prime Minister Datuk
Seri Najib Abdul Razak, who was present
to present the awards, earlier in his speech
described the award recipients as those who
have achieved remarkable successes.
“Today is a historic and meaningful
celebration. As a government, we always
recognise the contribution of the Chinese
community to our country’s development,
and in particular the Hokkien community
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which represents the vast majority of the
successful entrepreneurs in Malaysia,” he
said.
Tan Sri Danny Tan was one of the
38 recipients of the Malaysian Fujian
Outstanding Entrepreneur Award. It was a
double blessing as Tan Sri Danny’s brother
Tan Sri Vincent Tan, who is the founder of
Berjaya Holdings, was the recipient of the
Malaysian Fujian Exemplary Leader Award
that night.
Recipients were picked for their
contributions to the community and
country, representing different segments and
categories, including education, literature,
sports and arts.
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TROPICANA WINS BIG!

Selangor-based Tropicana Corporation dominated at
the PropertyGuru Asia Property Awards (Malaysia)
2017 clinching a total of 8 golden trophies. Tropicana
Corporation won the year’s highest honour for Best
Condo Developer (Malaysia). Its Tropicana Residences
project also clinched the ‘Best of Malaysia’ award
for Best Condo Development (Malaysia), while its
integrated community project Tropicana Metropark
bagged the Best Mixed Use Development award.
Prem Kumar, chairman of the independent panel

of experts and executive director of Jones Lang
Wootton, praised the resilience of the domestic
property market as it continues to undergo a period
of consolidation.“We wanted to make an impact to the
industry and that’s why the panel of judges decided to
expand this year’s awards categories to recognise other
important segments such as affordable housing. We
want to encourage developers to cater to different types
of Malaysian consumers,” he said.
A total of 21 awards were presented at the black-tie
event that welcomed almost 300 guests.
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FUN RUN AT TROPICANA HEIGHTS

The atmosphere was abuzz at Tropicana
Heights on September 17, 2017 as 600
participants from all over Klang Valley
dashed through the 199-acre development
during its recent 8km Fun Run 2017.
Tropicana Executive Director of Marketing
and Sales, Ung Lay Ting said, “The fun
part of this 8 km run was the inflatable
challenges, which injected a sense of family
fun and camaraderie amongst participants.
The obstacles were designed to test the
vitality and dynamism of the runners while
not forgetting the teamwork needed to get
through the bouncy inflatables.” After the
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017

run, the participants were also given the
opportunity to join the lucky draw which
prizes included watches, iPods and mobile
gadgets.
Participants had the opportunity to
witness the development’s latest range of
affordable homes, The Tropicana Urban
Homes brand collection as they ran through
the scenic route. Tropicana Heights
boasts five features, namely its 16-acre
Central Park with a 750-meter long lake,
recreational hub, market square, sports
hangouts and homes that allow residents
to have access to their very own private
community parks.
52
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FITNESS FUN

Tropicana Metropark played host to an active weekend for all
ages, aptly themed Metropark Fitness Fest. The two-day fitness
fest saw workout sessions powered by Celebrity Fitness with
700 participants in high spirits at the largest outdoor fitness fest
in Subang Jaya, held at the development’s Central Park. With
workout sessions that included body combat, yoga, Zumba and
more, participants grooved and pumped within the sprawling
Central Park
which offers 9.2 acres of sculpted greenery, modern landscape
and a 750m canal. Gleefully indulging in between workouts,
participants fueled up on Poke bowls, chia bowls and cold pressed
juices. Each participant received an exclusive drawstring bag with
limited edition t-shirt, towel and vouchers. The Metropark Fitness
Fest is deemed to promote a healthy, active lifestyle within this
award-winning “Best Neighbourhood” and largest park in Subang
Jaya, making it a refreshing urban park experience.
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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MID AUTUMN FESTIVAL AT TROPICANA AMAN

Tropicana Aman blossomed with activities
this Mid Autumn Festival with a host of
activities. Visitors to the Tropicana Aman
Showhouse were treated to a mooncake
making demonstration as well as getting the
opportunity to sample different types of tea.
In addition, there was a delectable spread
of mid-autumn fare comprising of delicious
mochi and mooncakes.
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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NIKE GOLF

Air Zoom 90 IT
www.nikegolf.com

NIKE GOLF

Pro Aerobill Cap
www.nikegolf.com

GALVIN GREEN

Milla Sleeveless
Women’s T-shirt in Jade
www.galvingreen.com

Putt
Perfect

Bring on your A-game.

TITLEIST

718 Irons
www.titleist.com

GALVIN GREEN

Delta Snood
www.galvingreen.com

PUMA

CURATED BY SHARMINI M.RETHINASAMY

Pro Formation
Hybrid Glove
www.puma.com

FOOTJOY

Men’s Golf Pants
www.footjoy.com

FERRARI

Zero Limits Shoes
www.cobragolf.com
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10 golf courses that can kill you

Golfing is made perfect by the warm and gentle trade winds, mild
temperatures and sunny skies of Hawaii.

TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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HOLE 5 : DI N G O’ S DE N

FA R O F F

COURSE
It was born from drunken inspiration, but somehow building the world’s
longest golf course in one of the most remote parts of the planet
became a reality.
WORDS BY
DUNCAN FORGAN/THE INTERVIEW PEOPLE
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ouldn’t go left here mate,” my caddie
Phil warns me as I observe the view
from the tee at the fourth hole of the
Nullarbor Links. “That’s death adder
country over there.”
With his sun-weathered face,
gruff drawl and regulation singlet and sandals combo, my
caddie Phil is the epitome of the no-nonsense Australian.
As a result, I’ve come to value his frank assessments of
play on the world’s longest golf course, a 1000-kilometre
track that extends between the towns of Ceduna in South
Australia and Kalgoorlie in Western Australia and will
take me three days to complete.
Disconcerted, but somewhat more focused, I
concentrate on hitting the fairway – a crusty expanse
of parched dirt. I catch my drive sweetly, but it catches
a pockmark on the acne-scarred face of the ground and
diverts at a right angle into a (presumably) reptile-infested
thicket. “Best hit another one,” says Phil. Such is the way of
things on a course that eschews traditional golfing terrain
for the barely charted vastness of the Aussie outback.
Named after the region it inhabits, the Nullarbor Plain,
the course proceeds through one of the most desolate
landscapes on the planet.
HO L E 1 1 : 9 0 - M I L E
STR A IGH T
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John Eyre, the English explorer who, in 1841, became
the first outsider to cross the Nullarbor Plain, didn’t
have many good things to say about the area. “A hideous
anomaly, a blot on the face of nature,” he called it. Eyre
was exaggerating. There were no roadhouses in those days,
and two of his companions were murdered during the
expedition. Nevertheless, the Nullarbor remains something
that you pass through on your way to somewhere else.
What, mused roadhouse owners in the area, could tempt
passing drivers to stop and spend their dollars?
Enter Bob Bongiorno, the former manager of a roadhouse
in the settlement of Balladonia (population 20). What was
required, he concluded over a few bottles of wine with his
mate Alf Caputo, was a global headline-grabber. And so the
Nullarbor Links, the world’s longest golf course, was born.
With the help of a government grant, a pleasantly
soused dream became reality. Robert Stock, a pro from
Manchester, England, sketched out plans for the new holes
using Google Maps. The rest of the budget was spent on
AstroTurf greens and tees as well as some rudimentary
land clearing. Nine years after that fateful night on the
vino, Australian pro Len Thomas gave the Links its first
test run, shooting a 78 (that means ‘very good’ in golf-ese)
that still stands as the course record.

THE SWING

Chopping my way from scrubby patch to scrubby
patch, I doff an imaginary bush hat to his incredible
achievement. I’m discovering, you see, that not only is
the Nullarbor Links the longest golf course in the world;
it is arguably it’s toughest. After an acceptable start, my
play heads south. Reloading on the fourth tee under the
curious gaze of a group of kangaroos, I manage to avoid an
encounter with any reptiles.
By now, however, it is my game that has become
poisonous. Six more shots and four putts on the
deceptively speedy artificial green and I’m signing for a
10 – translation ‘woeful’. It’s an ignominious pattern that
will repeat itself on virtually every hole from here until
Kalgoorlie, the final stop for westbound golfers.
We know that the course is not a conventional one,
but it is totally unique and golfers love playing it
“We don’t pretend to be something we’re not,” says
Caputo as I join him at the bar at the Madura Roadhouse,
the centre of another tiny community on the Roe Plains.
The place is very typical of the roadhouses dotted along
the lonely Eyre Highway – accommodation in two parallel
rows of low concrete buildings, plain but adequate, and a
restaurant that does a roaring trade in giant breakfasts,
burgers and T-bone steaks. It also has a homely bar with

Robert Stock, a pro from
Manchester, England, sketched
out plans for the new holes using
Google Maps. The rest of the budget
was spent on AstroTurf greens and
tees as well as some rudimentary
land clearing.

threadbare carpets and a line in tacky sporting memorabilia.
“We know that the course is not a conventional one,” Caputo
tells me. “But it is totally unique and golfers love playing it.”
While my golf skills have vanished as rapidly as a wombat
disappearing down its hole, I’m enjoying the non-playing
portion of the experience. The scenery is barren, but strangely
beautiful. It is also surprisingly rich in anecdotes for such an
empty place.
In Eucla, on the border of South and West Australia,
I learn about the ‘Nullarbor Nymph’. When professional
kangaroo shooters reported that a comely, half-naked blonde
was living among the roos in the rugged and unforgiving
wilds outside Eucla, the story caused quite a stir, with the news
reported around the globe.
The tale, of course, turned out to be a ruse, concocted
sometime in the early seventies over a few beers by the
kangaroo shooters and a passing journalist who happened to
be drinking in the roadhouse. It is easy to see why locals might
want to create fantastical diversions such as the Nullarbor
Nymph as you push onwards through the seemingly endless
flat, treeless terrain.
But remote as it is, the scenery possesses a widescreen
grandeur that is hard to dismiss. At the towering Bunda Cliffs,
61

H OLE 1 8 : CY
O’ C ON N OR
H OLE ,
K A LG OORLI E
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MORN I N G
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HO L E 1 5 : N GA DJ U

HOL E 6: BOR D ER KAN GAR OO

HO L E 1 1 : 9 0 M IL E S TRAI GH T
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HOLE 4 : WOMB AT H OLE

the Southern Ocean pounds an elemental beat upon the
rocks. Further along at Eucla, chimneys and brick arches
emerge from giant sand dunes as nature reclaims what was
once Australia’s busiest telegraph station.
Like the barely-changing scenery, the holes on the golf
course begin to blend together. I hack my way down craterous
fairways and out of unyielding scrub, all the while taking an
eternity to get the measure of the synthetic greens.
The game ends in Kalgoorlie, a boomtown where gold
mining has long made this a place where people come to seek
their fortune. While the downturn in Australia’s mining
industry has brought an end to the days when the city had
more millionaires per square metre than any other place in Oz,
it is still a palpably prosperous place.
The temporary mine workers who roll in for a few
months to boost their bank accounts create a particularly
lively atmosphere. The city is blessed with a roughhewn,
Wild West charm. Local bars are famous for their ‘skimpies’
– waitresses who work in their underwear – and the main
drag (road) could easily serve as a shoot-out scene in a classic
cowboy movie. After completing my round, I enjoy a steak
dinner fit for a sheriff on the cantilevered balcony at the
Palace Hotel, a classic from the early days of the gold rush.

The temporary mine workers who
roll in for a few months to boost
their bank accounts create a
particularly lively atmosphere. The
city is blessed with a roughhewn,
Wild West charm. Local bars are
famous for their ‘skimpies’
Perth, in contrast, is the epitome of a modern
Australian city. After four days of petrified landscapes and
otherworldly emptiness, it’s a relief to see healthy trees and
people. But over dinner and drinks that night, my thoughts
can’t help but return to the Nullarbor. Could the contours
of the land have been put to better use? Would draining
less cold beer between holes have made a difference to my
game? Perhaps I’ll be back to test these theories out one
day. But 1000-plus kilometres is a lot of ground to cover
– especially when you are playing badly. So for now, I’m
happy to be back in the sanctity of civilisation and well out
of range of death adder country.
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A Sense of
Anticipation
Rado rings in the New
Year with timepieces
for him and her
WORDS BY
MUNA NOOR

For her, the opulent DiaMaster featuring
49 shimmering diamonds in a gleaming
off-center ring on the brown dial. An
embossed beige calf leather strap fastens
the petite 33mm case to the wrist.
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WAITING FOR YOUR DINNER DATE?
Perhaps it’s for the stroke of midnight and that kiss
to send off 2017 and ring in 2018? Maybe it’s to tear
open the wrapping on a tiny little box that bears
the words “Rado”. The festive season comes with a
sense of heightened anticipation, especially if you’re
keeping time with the Swiss watchmaker’s DiaMaster
timepieces.
For him, an automatic timepiece from the DiaMaster
Power Reserve collection. The 43mm wristwatch
crafted in either polished black or plasma high-tech
ceramic, features sunray detailing on the dial in either
black or (as shown here) blue, with the power reserve
indicator situated at 9 o’ clock.
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Sailing Proud
HYT X Alinghi, Act 3
WORDS BY MUNA NOOR

IF YOU HAVE A LOVE of the wind in your hair,
the sun on your skin and enough loose change to buy
a boat (not charter one), then you’ll want a timepiece
that showcases your attraction for the seas. The
third watch to come from its partnership with the
yacht racing team, the H1 Alinghi is as technically
advanced as it is rare, with only 20 pieces produced.
“We visited the shipyards where the team prepares
its multihull craft”, explained Grégory Dourde, CEO
of HYT. “We observed how the yachts were built,
their unfinished and assembled components, their
functions, their positioning.... Many of these elements
found their way into the piece”.
Integrating essential deck gear into the dial,
such as the winch and furler, the most striking of
these must be the rigging, which criss-crosses the
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lower half of its dial, passing through four eyelets
on the flange, before being secured to three central
eyelets.
On the back, the structure of the H1 Alinghi
echoes the deck of a yacht, while the dial features the
small second at 9 o’clock in the shape of a mainsail
furler, the power reserve at 3 o’clock shaped like
a winch, the jumper at 6 o’clock which bears the
Alinghi logo, and the team’s signature red, which is
found on the power reserve and the minute hand.
Even the materials used are mindful of the
design and engineering required of sailboats.
Favouring lightness and rigidity, the piece has
offset lugs and a crown guard made from folded and
forged carbon assembled onto a titanium middle.
More at www.hytwatches.com.
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Architects of Time

Mido pays tribute to New York City’s Guggenheim Museum

FOUNDED IN 1918 by Georges Schaeren, Swiss watch
brand Mido has always shared its values with the
architectural wonders from which the brand draws its
inspiration. The same hold true of its new Mido Inspired
by Architecture Limited Edition timepiece.
Based on Frank Lloyd Wright’s masterpiece, the
Guggenheim Museum in New York was selected as
the source of ideation for the brand’s latest 500-piece
collection after a three-month search that spanned
architectural wonders from Moscow to Mexico City. This
iconic space also and became the location for the limited
edition watch’s October unveiling.
Doing the honours at the invite-only cocktail
reception and exclusive sit-down dinner was Mido
President Mr. Franz Linder. Guests were entertained by
the gravity-defying performance of the Grounded Aerial
dance troupe, who took to the skies in a surprise aerialist

spectacle accompanied to the music of the Voxare string
quartet. However it was Mido’s Inspired by Architecture
Limited Edition timepiece that was the night’s star.
Guests were invited to a private tour of the museum
to better appreciate the very elements that fired up the
imagination of the watch’s designers: the building’s
sinuous curves and spirals; its bold rotunda; its muted
colours. As Linder explained, “The design of our new
Guggenheim-inspired limited edition timepiece is based
on some of the most iconic architectural elements of the
museum.” From the profile of the case which harkens to
Wright’s iconic outer ring design, to the timepiece’s dial
which takes its cues from the building’s stunning glass
dome, Mido’s newest Inspired by Architecture Limited
Edition timepiece is a fitting tribute to a timeless piece of
architecture.
More at www.mido.ch.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Movement:
Automatic Mido Caliber 80 Si
(ETA C07.811 base)
Case: Satin-finished, polished
stainless steel, with domed
sapphire crystal
Engraving: “INSPIRED BY
ARCHITECTURE” on flange;
and limited edition and serial
numbers on case back.
Strap: Black genuine calfskin
with 316L stainless steel pin
buckle.
Dial: Eggshell-colored, grained,
applied satin-finished and
polished indexes, date at 3
o’clock.
Hands: Faceted diamond-cut
hour and minute hands, flat
diamond-cut seconds hand,
with green Super-LumiNova®.
Power: Up to 80 hours of power
reserve.
Water resistance: Up to 50
meters.
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MOON-STRUCK

Canadian model Coco Rocha was spotted
wearing Jaeger-LeCoultre’s illustrious RendezVous Moon watch at the Venice International
Film Festival. The Rendez-Vous Moon is an
enviable combination of horologic utility
and high jewellery artisanship. Its diamondset bezel and case rim surround a dial that
features only the upper-half hour markers,
making room for sparkling constellation
patterns dispersed around a gentle mother-ofpearl moon. A detail alluding to the watch’s
name is a small gold star on the bezel edge
that’s actually a Rendez-vous indicator,
discreetly marking the time of some future
rendezvous under the moonlight.
www.jaeger-lecoultre.com
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The case back of the
11th watch in the
special edition IWC
Da Vinci Chronograph
‘Laureus Sport for
Good Foundation’
collection captures an
inspirational moment
of joy and achievement. It features a drawing of a little boy skiing and
lifting both hands in the air, done by 12-year-old Shanghai Special
Olympics athlete Hou Ye, the winner of IWC Schaffhausen’s annual
drawing competition with the Laureus Sport for Good Foundation.
Since 2005, IWC Schaffhausen has been a major sponsor of the
Laureus Sport for Good Foundation, an organisation dedicated to
bridging sports and social change.
www.iwc.com

NEW IN TOWN

IWC Schaffhausen’s iconic Portugieser now welcomes its first
deep-blue dial models for both the Portugieser Automatic and
the Portugieser Chronograph. The first IWC watches in dials of
blue were produced nearly 50 years ago. The new Portugieser
Automatic (ref IW371491) and Portugieser Chronograph (ref
IW371491) models are now available at IWC boutiques and
authorised IWC retailers in Malaysia.
www.iwc.com

TOP TANK

Bell & Ross’s BR V1-92 Bellytanker is limited to 500
pieces. It owes its forceful-sounding name to the
powerful Bellytanker racing cars adapted from the
design of World War 2 drop tanks fitted in the belly of
fighter planes. From its aircraft-shaped counterweight
on the second hand to the copper-hued dial colour
inspired by the Bellytanker car’s wheel rims, this selfwinding watch is a natural culmination of Bell & Ross’s
long-standing fascination with extreme vehicles. The
BR V2-94 Bellytanker Chronograph is also limited to
500 pieces, its formidable 41mm steel case boasting a
famous ‘Panda’ dial, displaying black counters against
the gold of the dial.
www.bellross.com
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UNBEATABLE SPIRIT

ADVERTORIAL

MY TENBY EXPERIENCE
When it came time to decide on my future secondary school as I grew ever closer to the ripe age of 11, Tenby International
School was at the forefront of my mind. And after a tour of the school, the facilities and an ever entertaining glimpse of their wellknown International Day, my decision was made. Five years have passed since the first day I set foot onto the campus, and I have
no regrets.
At Tenby I was given so many chances that I may not have had at other schools, including the guidance to come out of my shell
and participate in school organisation committees such as the Prefectorial board, which I was a member of from the end of Year 10
until my graduation.
Though once a timid child and a shy pre-teen, the teachers in the school were a never-ending pillar of strength and support for
all the students, still fresh from our primary schools. Their unspoken open invitations to ‘stop by for a chat’ at any break time, gave me
the courage to spread my wings and grow into the person I am today. It also goes without saying that the close friends I made during
my journey through those difficult adolescent days have made me a better person; you know who you are, thank you for being by
my side even when times were tough.
Taking a step outside the comfort that my books and highlighters provide, I’ve managed to maintain my physical fitness by
attending regular dance classes and have thus far achieved my Advanced Level Certification in Classical Ballet, as well as qualifying
as a certified Open Water Diver. I am also the holder of a Bronze level – ‘Duke of Edinburgh’ award, which is only one of the many
opportunities Tenby SEP has to offer. I was a member of the Press Team during Tenby’s 2016 TKLMUN conference, as well as a major
department head for our Senior Prom organising committee in 2017. In an attempt to widen my knowledge and view of the world,
I’ve also been taking independent lessons in the Japanese language for more than a year, and will be partaking in the Language
Proficiency test this coming December.
These experiences sometimes seem to pale in comparison to
the fond memories of laughter and happiness in this epoch of
my life, and has inspired me to help others the way I have been.
I will never be able to fully express my gratitude in its entirety
to the teachers that have been by my side throughout this
journey in my life, but I hope to be able to repay their kindness
and their support by giving back to the community what they
have constantly given me without hesitation.
I aim to help others perhaps through the field of medicine,
an option I would not have thought possible without the help
of my teachers who encouraged me to strive for the best in my
IGCSEs. At Tenby, I was able to be the best version of myself, to
make my family proud. I will be eternally grateful to have started
off my journey at this school.
To students of Tenby SEP, this school is not simply a school but
a home, a home in which I have spent the past five years of my
life, and not a single second has ever felt wasted. Finding Tenby
was serendipity; it was undoubtedly the best path I could have
chosen, and hopefully a wise choice any prospective student
will make.

Tashley Woon
IGCSE 9A*s

ABOUT TENBY SCHOOLS MALAYSIA

Tenby Schools is a rapidly expanding group of International and Malaysian private schools in Malaysia. Tenby has won prestigious awards, including
The Brandlaureate Best Brand Award and also the Reader’s Digest Award in the School Education category, as well as gaining a reputation for
excellence and high standards in education. We have been providing education in Malaysia for over 50 years, achieving milestones one after
another and continue to grow in catering to the needs of a high quality education for the young generation.
There are now Tenby Schools in Ipoh (Perak), Penang, Setia Eco Park (Shah Alam), Miri, Setia Eco Gardens (Johor Bahru), and Setia EcoHill
(Semenyih). Another new school in the Klang Valley, which is within the Tropicana Aman development in Kota Kemuning, Selangor is also in the
pipeline and scheduled to commence operations in 2018.

THE LOOK | KIDS

MOONLIT MAGIC

CURATED BY SHARMINI M.RETHINASAMY

Every child knows that it is under the light of the moon
and the stars where the best adventures are had. Inspired
by 19th century literature, and in a tribute to a child’s
magical and limitless imagination, Little Wardrobe
London presents Midnight Noir for AW17.
A monochrome assortment of detailed pieces
including black silks, ivory chiffon and ostrich feathers,
have been designed to enhance best-selling silhouettes for
the winter season.
The return of high-impact party dresses see more
sparkle in metallic finishes and shimmering sequins for
maximum dramatic allure.
For the very first time, the collection exclusively
features two couture pieces. These are made to order only
dresses inspired by the ballet ‘Swan Lake.’ Both are made
of multiple layers of silk taffeta, graced with ostrich
feathers. They come in black and white representing the
swans Odile and Odette.
The collection includes a little costume magic in
the form of classic English design – with every garment
being made in the UK. The result is a captivating capsule
collection that will see a child immaculately attired for
every holiday occasion.
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ONE TOMATO, NOW TWO!

Malaysia’s favourite kid’s furniture store Tomato
Kidz opens its second outlet in Desa Pandan,
Kuala Lumpur. Initially primed for the export
market, the company’s products are readily
available in the United States of America and
Australia, and have even been commissioned by
Disney, Hello Kitty and Marvel.
When Malaysian’s interests in home
decor peaked, the company made its products
available locally. The company continues to
grow as the leading children’s furniture design
and manufacturing company with products
that are aesthetically designed with the child’s
comfort and ergonomic requirements factored
in. Durable and comfortable, the furniture pieces
are modern yet practical and pay heed to space
constraints in the Malaysian home. Trendy
bunk beds and slide-out features are just some of
the interesting products available.

PATTERNED PARTY

Unique space-dye patchworks, small check and large polka dot patterns, multi-coloured tweed
and bouclé, warm wool fibres and sophisticated lamé yarns, Greek fret and fringe detailing:
Distinct impressions from the Missoni A/W 2017 Collection dedicated to little girls.
The collection expands on patchwork and cloud-like motifs printed on jersey and soft
pastel tones for an array of T-shirts and fleece tracksuits with zip-up jackets and knitted
multi-coloured polka dot finishings. Variations of small checks and vertical Greek frets in knit
continue throughout the collection on tiny flared dresses worn over leggings with matching
blazers and caban coats, as well as blocked skirts paired with solid-coloured T-shirts decorated
with vibrant trimmings and multi-coloured fringe applications.
Fringe detailing becomes a decorative element on sleeveless dresses and blazers in space-dye
lamé lace for more formal occasions; establishing a leading theme for an autumn wardrobe,
rounded off by a small selection of ceremonial garments: Dresses in white lace adorned with
lamé finishings or combined with gold in zigzag patterns, as well as boleros and slacks in heavy
jersey with gold detailing coordinated with knitted zigzag-patterned bags.
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Walk On
The Wild Side
A hint of Greek god, Dionysus’ wild, frenzied influence.

GUCCI
Queercore Brogue Pump
www.gucci.com
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Jewel In
The Night

ELIE SAAB
Choker
www.eliesaab.com

A statement piece to dazzle
at any party.

ASOS
Sea Green Drop Earrings
www.asos.com

KATE SPADE
Flower Statement Studs
www.katespade.com
CHANEL
Multi-strand Metal and
Faux Pearl Necklace
www.chanel.com
KONSTANTINO
Gold Ring
www.konstantino.com

DIOR
Star Drop Earrings
www.dior.com

LANVIN
Precious Stone Rings
www.lanvin.com
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ELIE SAAB
Gold Braid Cuff
www.eliesaab.com
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HERMES
Diamante Brooch
www.hermes.com

THE LOOK | HOT OFF THE RUNWAY

Carp(e) Diem!
Wear an element of prosperity on your cuff for good measure.

TED BAKER
Carpie Enamel Fish Cufflinks
www.tedbaker.com
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Suit Up
Give classic dinner styles a little dimension.
HUGO BOSS
Velvet Bow Tie
www.hugoboss.com

VERSACE
Silk Triptych Print Jacket
www.versace.com

GUCCI
Light Wool Mohair
Evening Jacket
www.gucci.com

RALPH LAUREN
Bond Pleated Tuxedo Shirt
www.ralphlauren.com

RALPH LAUREN
Monk-strap Grant II Shoe
www.ralphlauren.com

LES HOMMES
Arrow
Embroidered Suit
www.leshommes.com

HUGO BOSS
Cufflinks
www.hugoboss.com
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HUGO BOSS
Checked Pocket Square
www.hugoboss.com
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GUCCI
Light Wool Mohair
Evening Pants
www.gucci.com

THE LOOK | HOT OFF THE RUNWAY

Party
Pizzaz

CHRISTIAN SIRIANO
Gold Embellished Dress
www.christiansiriano.com

From dazzling sequins to sensuous tulle,
be party-ready for the year-end festivities.
ELIE SAAB
Gold Clutch
www.eliesaab.com

CAROLINA HERRERA
Blue Evening Gown
www.carolinaherrera.com

CURATED BY SHARMINI M.RETHINASAMY

REBECCA
BJORNSDOTTER
Baby Pink Boots
www.rebeccabjornsdotter.com

RED VALENTINO
Flower Embroidered
Tulle Dress
www.redvalentino.com

RED VALENTINO
Flower Embroidered Dress
www.redvalentino.com

CHARLOTTE MILLS
Elda Heels in Silver
www.charlottemills.com
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DIOR
Diorama 1 Silver Sunglasses
www.dior.com

HOT OFF THE RUNWAY | THE LOOK

CHANEL
Rouge Crayon
De Couleur
www.chanel.com

TARTE
Big Blush Book
www.tartecosmetics.com

Glitter
Goddess
Sprinkle some wow.

FENTY BEAUTY
BY RIHANNA
Trophy Wife Killawatt
Freestyle Highlighter
www.fentybeauty.com

DIOR
5 Couleurs Precious Rocks Christmas 2017 Limited Edition
www.dior.com

TARTE
Tarteist Metallic Glitter
Liner Set
www.tartecosmetics.com

M.A.C COSMETICS
Taraji P.Henson
Viva Glam Lipstick
www.maccosmetics.com.my
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DIOR
Diorific Vernis Liner
www.dior.com
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White mesh tee,
embroidered trouser
all by BRIAN KHOO.
White leather sneaker
by COACH.

On Natasha
Sequinned dress
with high side slits,
HAYDEN KOH

Shoes, stylist’s own
On Seidy
Suit, CMDI
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PARTY

TWO
CAN
HAVE
A

It’s time to step out
in glitz and glamour
where the music is
turned up loud.

PHOTOGRAPHY BIBO ASWAN
ART DIRECTION SURAYA
NASARUDDIN AND
NOR HAMIMAH ABDULLAH
STYLING VOONWEI @ THE STYLE
ANIMAL ASSISTED BY
SASHA IVAN
MAKEUP JOEY YAP
HAIR SCOTT AZIZ
MODELS NATASHA AND SEIDY @
ANDREWS MODELS
LOCATION CHERIA RESIDENCE,
TROPICANA AMAN
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On Natasha
Sleeveless bejewelled
floral printed dress,
TORY BURCH

On Seidy
Double breasted
blazer and pants,
both from CMDI
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Sleeveless chiffon dress with
pearl embellished collars
Nose ring, model’s own
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On Seidy
Silver velvet suit,
CMDI

On Natasha
Wrap dress with
feathers, HAYDEN KOH
Shoes, stylist’s own
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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On Seidy
Faux leather jacket
with shearling and
denim, both from
CMDI

On Natasha
Deep V chiffon dress
with floral sequins
87
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On Natasha
Lace dress in leopard motifs,
handbags and boots, all from
MICHAEL KORS

On Seidy
Leopard printed velvet
bomber jacket and velvet
joggers, both from BALLY
Shoes, stylist’s own
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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MAKE FITNESS
YOUR LIFESTYLE

PRESENT THIS TO ANY OF OUR CLUBS & RECEIVE A 3-DAY EXPERIENCE PASS *

* Terms & Conditions Apply.

HEALTH

Turn Your

Everyday Foods
Superfoods
into

Supercharge your health with these
powerful food combinations.
WORDS BY
SHEREEN KHOO

T

here are a number of food items that we
consume almost on a daily basis without
giving it much thought. To make the best
of it, select the nutrient-dense version of these
foods, one that provides a higher amount of
nutrients with the same or fewer calories.
One-up your diet by choosing the better
version of your everyday food. Here are a few
food swap suggestions to superfood-up your
everyday classic food:

TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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WHOLEGRAIN PASTA
RICE

We know that brown rice is better
than white rice. However, black
rice has an even better nutrition
profile than any other rice variety.
The deep black or purple colour of
the rice is an indication of its high
antioxidant properties. Black rice
contains anthocyanins, which is the
same antioxidant found in blueberries,
cranberries and bilberries.

If you are a fan of pasta dishes, use
wholegrain pasta for a nuttier flavour
and chewier texture and reap its health
benefits at the same time. Wholegrain
pasta is lower in calories because it
contains more indigestible fibre. On top
of that, nutrients such as B vitamins,
which are commonly lost through the
milling process in making regular pasta
can also be retained in wholegrain pasta.

ELDERBERRY

Scientists have found that berries have
some of the highest antioxidant levels
amongst fresh fruits. Most berries such as
blackberries, blueberries, strawberries and
cranberries all offer lots of antioxidants,
but guess which berry tops the list? The
purple-black fruits of elderberries are one
of the richest sources of anthocyanins and
phenolic compounds and have a strong
antioxidant capacity. Elderberries are hard
to find locally, but elderberry juice can be
found in organic stalls.

RED CABBAGE

Another rising winner in the cabbage
family is red cabbage. The red pigment
which gives colour to red cabbage comes
from a flavonoid, anthocyanins, that
function as an antioxidant to lower the
risk of some diseases. As with most
vegetables, red cabbage has a relatively
high ratio of nutrients and vitamins
to calories and fat, which makes it an
ideal choice for dieters. Sautéing red
cabbage works better in terms of nutrient
retention than boiling it.

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

SAVOY CABBAGE

Savoy cabbage is probably the ‘Crème
De La Crème’ of cabbages because of its
glucosinolate content. Some studies have
demonstrated that the savoy cabbage has
a mean total glucosinolate content more
than double that of white cabbage. This
vegetable can be shredded and stir-fried
with seasonings such as garlic, ginger and
soy sauce. For those who prefer softer
vegetables, savoy cabbage also makes an
excellent choice for a braised dish.

Cruciferous vegetables contain
glucosinolates which have been
associated with a reduction in the
risk of cancer. Many vegetables
are included in this family such as
broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, bok
choy, radish and so on. However,
brussel sprouts are known to contain
the highest amount of glucosinolates
amongst the family members of
cruciferous vegetables.
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CANOLA OIL

To enhance heart health, it is
recommended to reduce saturated fats by
not cooking with butter, palm oil or palm
kernel oil but with canola oil. Canola oil
consists mainly of monounsaturated fats,
followed by polyunsaturated fats. Several
studies have shown that canola oil, when
substituted for saturated fats, produces
heart protective effects. Canola oil also has
a high smoke point, making it desirable as
a cooking oil.

EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL

Extra virgin olive oil is rich in omega-9
monounsaturated fats and polyphenols.
If you would like to take it up a notch,
select those carrying the Protected
Designation of Origin (PDO), the
Appellation d’origine controlee
(A.O.C.), Appellation d’origine protegee
(A.O.P.) or Denominazione di origine
protetta (D.O.P) label because they have
an indisputable guarantee of quality
for the consumer. With a low smoking
point, this oil is not very resistant to
heat and therefore is best used as a salad
dressing or for dips.

AVOCADO OIL

Avocado oil contains natural vitamin E and
the cardio-protective anti-inflammatory agent
known as beta-sitosterol. The fat in this oil is
predominantly monounsaturated fats. Avocado
oil has a smooth, buttery flavour and it can
withstand high heat. Therefore, it will not turn
rancid easily in various types of cooking.

EGGS

Omega-3 eggs are a result of feeding chickens a quality
feed with a mixture of soybean oil, corn, vitamin mixes
and flaxseeds. This will also result in eggs which have
a lower cholesterol amount compared to regular eggs.
If eggs are part of your day-to-day diet, selecting eggs
which contain a higher amount of Omega 3 is a good
way to boost up your Omega 3 intake. Find a brand
that contains a minimum of 100mg Omega 3 to make it
worth the extra buck.
SAKURA CHICKEN

Kee Song is the company behind
the creation of Sakura Chicken,
where the birds live in a good
environment with Mozart songs
being played and neon lighting
turned on to keep the birds
tranquil before being slaughtered.
The probiotic lactobacillus is used
to enhance their immune system
naturally as the chickens are not
fed any drugs or antibiotics.
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SALMON

Wild salmon or salmon that
come from a reputable farm have
a lot to offer beyond just protein.
Consuming salmon is one of
the fastest ways to meet your
Omega 3 intake for heart health.
Other nutrients found in salmon
include vitamin B12, vitamin D
and selenium.
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THE CHOCOLATE SPA

Award-winning resort Nihi Sumba Island has introduced a Chocolate yoga and spa wellness treatment at the Chris & Charly’s Chocolate Factory in Sumba Island’s lush jungle.
The Chocolate Wellness Experience draws upon the wellness properties of raw cacao in
rejuvenating the skin, stimulating blood circulation and other benefits. Beginning with a
tour around the factory, the treatment includes a yoga class in the jungle and a chocolate
spa massage that uses organic raw cacao, cocoa butter and massage oils.
www.nihihotels.com

MYSTIC MAGIC

Anantara Uluwatu Bali Resort is
offering unique wellness treatments as
provided by Ibu Jero, one of the few
high priestesses in Bali and the fifth
in a line of native Balinese healers.
She offers personal, couple or group
healing treatments conducted in an
ancient temple and other places, serving to diminish stress and negativity,
and induce peace and balance.
www.bali-uluwatu.anantara.com

SPA IN A PALACE

Six Senses Hotels, Resorts and Spas
will be opening its Six Senses Fort
Barwara in Rajasthan, India; the site
of a 700-year-old fort owned by the
Rajasthani Royal Family. Slated to open
in late 2018, Six Senses Fort Barwara’s
Six Senses Spa offers meditation, an
Ayurveda programme and integrated
wellness programmes. The lavish 2800
square-metre spa and fitness centre is
located where the women’s palace was
once located in the original fort.
www.sixsenses.com
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THE
MAGICAL
CHRISTMAS
MARKETS OF

Vienna
Delightful winter traditions add to the festive spirit.

TH E R AT H A U S PL AT Z C H RI S T K I NDLMARK T
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W

hat could be more festive than roasted chestnuts
and hot spiced punch, enjoyed in the open air,
surrounded by picturesque stalls and seasonal
decorations? Christmas markets offering this wonderful
experience are found throughout Europe, with some of the
biggest and best-known being found in Germany. However, if
you head a little to the southeast, Germany’s cousin Austria,
offers some of the most beautiful examples you could hope to
visit, especially in the national capital of Vienna.

This cultured city offers plenty of reasons to visit at any
time of the year, but it really comes alive in the months of
November and December thanks to the dozens of Christmas
markets large and small spread throughout the city. Here are
just five of the best, each offering its own unique slant on this
delightful winter tradition.
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THE RATHAUSPLATZ CHRISTKINDLMARKT

Occupying the spacious square in front of Vienna’s
impressive gothic town hall, the Rathausplatz
Christmas market is the largest in the city and
should be your first port of call for a flavour taste
of what the festive season has to offer. The market
boasts dozens of stalls offering traditional food,
drinks and handicraft products, all set among
atmospherically decorated trees, and gardens
with plenty of space to sit and relax. However,
be prepared for crowds in the evenings and
weekends – it’s estimated that the Rathausplatz
Christkindlmarkt attracts around 3.5 million
visitors each year.
SPITTELBERG

Spittelberg is a small area of winding streets in the
7th District of the city, well known for its collection
of vibrant bars, galleries, and craft markets. The
area’s slightly bohemian atmosphere carries over to
its Christmas market, which is spread throughout
the winding streets and courtyards. The Spittelberg
market is altogether more relaxed and cosier than
the larger, more commercial examples dotted
around the city, but be warned that its compact
location means it can get busy, and therefore
difficult to find a spot to rest up.
MUSEUMSQUARTIER

The Museumsquartier hosts an annual event called
Winter at the MQ, which is a prime example of
the wide variety of Christmas markets on offer in
Vienna. Sited on the main courtyard next to the
Leopold museum, this is a very different experience
from the more traditional markets elsewhere. You
won’t find any stalls selling kitsch mementos; just
several pavilions decked out in individual artistic
themes, most playing music of an altogether more
modern vintage than the traditional carols you
may expect. As always, however, delicious food
and drink are easily available, although perhaps,
a little more sophisticated and pricey than the
Christkindlmarkt standards of glühwein and hot
chocolate.
SCH›NBRUNN

To enjoy a genuine impression of old Vienna,
visit this market located on the grounds of the
Schönbrunn Imperial Palace. Unlike many
competing markets, there’s no shortage of space
here, and on a crisp winter’s day, the setting is truly
stunning. While you’ll find the usual refreshment
options of glühwein, sausages and roast chestnuts,
this is also the market to head for if you want a
more substantial dining experience. It’s especially
recommended to try the käsespätzle (the hearty
Austrian version of mac ‘n cheese), or the venerable
Wiener schnitzel (pork or veal steaks coated in
breadcrumbs and fried).\
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STEPHANSPLATZ

Lastly, the Christmas market at Stephansplatz is
hard to beat for pure festive atmosphere. Set against
the illuminated backdrop of the magnificent
Stephansdom Cathedral in the pedestrianised heart of
the city, this isn’t the largest market by any means, but
with its collection of decorated wooden huts, tasteful
lighting, and the enticing aromas of sausages and
punch, it’s the perfect way to round off a trip around
the shopping haunts of Vienna.
These five markets all offer something different,
yet they only scratch the surface of Vienna’s festive
attractions. Individual stalls, small groupings, and
fully-fledged markets are dotted throughout the city,
and most are within relatively easy walking distance
of each other or can be reached by a quick trip on the
clean and reliable subway system.
And if you’re really lucky, your visit will coincide
with a dusting of snow to add the finishing touch of
seasonal charm.
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Clubhouse
Tel: 03-7805 3935
BUSINESS HOURS

11.30am to 3.00pm
5.00pm to 10.30pm
OPERATING HOURS

Monday to Sunday
Lunch
11.30am to 3.00pm
Dinner
5.00pm to 10.00pm

MAELIN GALBI JJIM

A Korean celebratory dish, the Maelin Galbi Jjim is braised beef short ribs. The dish
was widely known to be expensive Korean fare. The Koreans do not sear the meat
before braising. Instead, the beef is parboiled in water and aromatic vegetables before
it is braised in a sweet and savoury liquid. Garnished with generous portions of radish,
chestnuts and Korean dates, the added flavour complements the sweet tasting braising
liquid. Since the fat is removed from the meat, the succulent ribs melt in your mouth at
every bite. Definitely a meal that shouldn’t wait for a special occasion to be devoured!
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CLUBHOUSE

GRILLED LAMB CHOPS AND SIRLOIN STEAK

This grilled fest didn’t disappoint! Tender cuts that tear away gently at every bite make
this sumptuous fare memorable. Gently marinated with herbs, the meat is tinged with
flavour yet takes on a whole new character with the mint and black pepper sauce on the
side. Grilled potatoes and vegetables don’t just add bulk to the meal but also a variety of
inviting colours. Hues of bright orange from the carrots, funky yellow from the squash
and bejewelled red from the cherry tomatoes make this ensemble all the more palatable.

DU BU KIMCHI

If you’re an all-round chilli lover, do your taste buds a
favour and try Myeong Dong’s stir-fried Kimchi with
tofu, served on a bed of fresh coral lettuce. Kimchi
is known as an incredibly simple yet wildly popular
Korean dish - fermented Napa cabbage that’s been

Tel: 03-7804 8888 (ext 306/309)
www.tropicanagolf.com
OPERATING HOURS

Monday to Friday
7.00am to 12.00am
Saturday to Sunday
7.00am to 8.00pm

marinated with salt, garlic, ginger and of course, red
pepper powder and chilli powder to give it that fiery-red
appearance. Balancing the kimchi’s pungent flavour is
the lightness of the tofu slices and the crunchiness of
the lettuce.
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CLUBHOUSE

Tel: 03-7805 3935
www.jojoitalianrestaurant.com
OPERATING HOURS

Monday to Thursday
11.00am to 11.00pm
Friday to Sunday
11.00am to 1.00pm
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EGGPLANT PARMAGIANA

“Layers of perfection” is what it should be called! The slices of eggplant layered with a
thick tomato-based sauce and cheese may come across as the poor man’s lasagna but it’s
far from it. The chargrilled eggplant globs take the place of the lasagna sheets allowing
for sauce and cheese to soak a little, promising oodles of satisfaction. The grilled carrots
and broccoli on the side serve not just as a lovely accompaniment but add colour to the
overall aesthetics of the dish. The eggplant is a healthy stand-in instead of the lasagna
sheets; void of the unnecessary carbs yet allowing you to enjoy the cheesy heaven that
lies within.
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CLUBHOUSE

OH EBI CHEESE

Lying flat on its belly almost dragon-like is the King Prawn. With a mysterious tangy
sauce drizzled over it in just the right proportions, the dish was light yet satisfying. The
melted cheese was just the right amount and none of the other ingredients fought for
centre stage with the royal crustacean. With an accompaniment of a light sprinkling of
scallions and a light bed of lettuce, this dish was polished off in a jiffy.
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Tel: 03-7804 8888
www.facebook.com/ginshuitei
OPERATING HOURS

Monday to Sunday
Lunch
12.00pm to 3.00pm
Dinner
6.30pm to 10.30pm
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Lot 413, 4th floor,
Suria KLCC ,
50088 Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 03-2166 9881
www.taithong.com.my
Lot 413, 4th floor,
Suria KLCC ,
OPERATING
HOURS
50088
Kuala Lumpur
Monday to
Saturday
Tel:
03-2166 9881
11.30am to
10.30pm
www.taithong.com.my

BLACK PEPPER FRESH WATER PRAWN WITH GLASS NOODLES & HUNAN STIR-FRIED
GREENSGIANT
IN YAM
PRAWN
RING JIANG NAN NOODLE

Undoubtedly,
The food
pepper
fromand
Jiangnan
prawnsProvince
are the stars
is known
in togarlic
combine
andtastes
greenthat
peppers.
comfort
Notand
to berefresh,
outdone, the
this mouth-watering
while being gentle
noodleondish
theby
palate.
Tai Thong.
A large portion
pepper-sprinkled
of this cuisine involves
Hunan vegetables
harmonising
that have been
The peppery
seafood
broth
with
is slowly
rather soaked
obscureup
ingredients
by those such as
stir-fried
lily bulbs
and
and
laid
rice
in stems.
a crispyItyam
didn't
ring
come
will also earn
silky glass
asnoodles
a surprise
as as
thethis
fresh
dish
water
was prawn
flavourful.
is The giant
a spot
River
on the
Prawn
tablesitting
at your
majestically
next familyondinner.
Sunday and
Public Holidays
OPERATING
HOURS
halved and
thedelicately
top was fresh
garnished
and thewith
meatshreds
succulent.
of In some countries, the River Prawn is regarded
10.30am to
10.30pm
Monday
to Saturday
as
very
prestigious
food.
This
egg
broth
dish comes with noodles submerged deep within
11.30am to 10.30pm
mixed with generous helpings of snowpeas, carrots, mushrooms, cauliflowers and
Sunday and Public Holidays
interestingly, fried century eggs. Together, this ensemble hit all the right notes!
10.30am to 10.30pm
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Enjoy special exclusive rates for Tropicana
Golf & Country Resort membership only for
privilege cardholders. Choose between the
Sports & Leisure or Golf Membership and
start enjoying one of the best golf resort in
the region.

AWARDS & ACCOLADES

(PLC,MNC,GLC,LC)

Contact us now for more information on
your special deals.
Valid until 31st December 2017

For enquiries, please contact :Membership Office :

+603 7804 8888 ext 156 / 208

Email : membership1@tropicanacorp.com.my
up to 36months with MAYBANK,
ALLIANCE BANK, HONG LEONG,
PUBLIC BANK & AMBANK credit cards.

TROPICANA GOLF & COUNTRY RESORT BERHAD (203361-T)
Jalan Kelab Tropicana
Tropicana Golf & Country Resort
47410 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan
Tel : +603 7804 8888 Fax : +603 7804 3688
www.tropicanagolf.com

tropicanagolf

THE DRINKS

BUBBLY
PLEASURE
The king of fizzy wines morphs into flutes
of refreshing cocktails, providing endless
drinking pleasure.
WORDS BY PATRICK LOH
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ir Royale, Bellini and Creamsicle Fizz are some
of the top notch champagne cocktails that we
thirst over by just thinking of them. Champagne
has always been the kind of drink that you can enjoy
whenever, whatever the occasion is. You can be holding a
flute with the best and most expensive champagne while
standing in the middle of a posh art gallery, or you can be
partying in a club while downing the best Orange Sparkle
champagne cocktail.
Thirteen centuries ago, champagne was actually
used as holy wine for religious purposes and rituals,
according to Laurel Heistand, a wine connoisseur
and French teacher. As you can imagine, the liquid
contained no bubbles and instead of a pale yellow, it was
simply red in colour. After these religious ceremonies,

especially those done for royalty, the wine was then
used as a celebratory drink. Centuries later, these red
wines in France are known as drinks for the kings, and
also the king of all wines.
Champagne, also a wine region in France, became the
main producer of these red wines. Although it’s red in
colour, it’s still not blood red and thick like normal wines,
so the drink was simply disregarded from the wine family.
Instead, they named the drink after the region, Champagne.
As for the colour, various notes were then added in to dilute
the red hue, creating a vibrant, classy yellow.
Today, champagne is associated with class and
expensiveness; the celebratory status remains. Among
the many brands out there, these five are the ones that
keep the legacy going.

KIR R OYAL E
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M OE T & C H A N DON

MOéT & CHANDON

FRENC H 7 5

Impérial, Rosé Impérial and Nectar Rosé are some of
the top labels in the Moët & Chandon family. It’s best
for making Creamsicle Fizz that comprises orange
slices and its juice, and a splash of vanilla vodka
with the champagne. It does tremendously well as
a standalone, and also with all European food and
dessert pairings.
DOM PERINGON ROS

Made only from the best Pinot Noir, this champagne is
best used to make the Tickled Pink cocktail. You’ll find
Pomegranate juice, lime slices and pink champagne
in the mix. It has a soft and smooth texture and an
obvious hint of a rose flavour in this cocktail.
RUINART BRUT

Apart from its posh-shaped bottle, you should also
know that Ruinart has been around since 1729. Its
notes are rich and traditional with a perfect blend of
citrus and exotic fruits with hints of jasmine, white
peaches and pink peppercorns. Kir Royale – consisting
of Crème de Cassis and cherry, and Raspberry Cooler –
a mixture of raspberry sorbet with the champagne, are
two popular cocktails this champagne is tied to.
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MI MOS A

G.H. MUMM GRAND CORDON

PERRIER-JOUET BELLE EPOQUE ROS

Nothing beats the signature label in the G. H. MUMM
family; the Grand Cordon is made up of ripe peaches,
apricot and a pineapple cascade with hints of vanilla,
caramel, yeast, dried fruit and honey. Apart from the
posh bottle with very minimal designs, the vibrant and
golden colour of the champagne adds class to the drink.
Go solo or make a toast with the various champagne
cocktails G.H. MUMM can create like mimosa, poinsettia
and French 75.

What makes this champagne so intricate? The
chardonnay grapes are sourced in Cramant, Avize and
Le Mesnil for their unique floral freshness. They’re then
thrown into the mix with Pinot Noirs from Mailly, Ay,
Verzy and Rilly for the thickness and richness. Pinot
Noirs from Vertus and Vincelles are also added in for the
subtle but pure rosé hue. On top of that, the red fruity
aromas of Pinot Meuniers from Dizy are added in as well.
Hold all cocktail mixes and go solo with this champagne.
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Celebrated Hollywood A-lister, Al Pacino
recalls the days that led to him playing the
iconic cinematic role of Michael Corleone, a
role that made him a credible actor - one to be
reckoned with.
FABIAN WANTAL / THE INTERVIEW PEOPLE

C

elebrating 45 years since the release of the
movie The Godfather, the first two movies
were shown in a marathon of seven hours
(thanks to the Tribeca film Festival and
the Robert De Niro organisation). Al Pacino sat down
under the Marlon Brando portrait, at the Radio City
Music Hall in New York, to reminisce over the most
memorable moments in a movie that changed his life
and movie history, forever.
COULD WE START FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE
BEGINNING? DO YOU REMEMBER THE FIRST TIME
YOU MET THE GODFATHER DIRECTOR FRANCIS
FORD COPPOLA?

That is such a long story, but it starts with Francis
(Ford Coppola) and me in San Francisco getting to
know each other because he wanted me to play another
role. I was sitting around a pool table with Steven
Spielberg and George Lucas; they were all kids. They
had never done a movie. Anyway, Francis didn’t want
me for the actual movie. He had written a beautiful
movie. You know Francis wrote ‘Patton’. He’s a great
director and a great writer and it was a great script. It
was almost abstract, almost a surreal movie about a
professor who falls in love with one of his students. It
was beautifully written.
WHAT HAPPENED WITH THAT MOVIE?

They turned us down. They turned me down. Francis
never did it. I went away and I said bye.
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 | TM
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I just realised that
I don’t think I have a
crazy secret, and that’s
what makes it crazy,
right? – I guess I am
very generous with my
friends. My kids say to
me all the time to bring
it down

HOW LONG DID IT
TAKE FOR HIM TO
COME BACK WITH THE
GODFATHER THEN?

A year later, my phone
rings in my apartment,
I pick it up and someone
says, “Hey Al, hi.” I said,
“Who is this?” “This is
Francis.” He made an
impression, but it was
a year. My life was at a
strange place, but I said
thank you. “Francis, it’s
so good to hear you. How
are you?” He said, “I’m
pretty good. Listen, I just want you to know, I’m doing
‘The Godfather’.” And I said, “What’s the matter with
you.” There’s something wrong with him, because ‘The
Godfather’ was the biggest book, the biggest film and
then I thought, “It’s tough in Hollywood.” I thought that
it was very strange.
I said, “Well, that’s good Francis.” I was humouring
him (laughs). And I said, “That’s great.” He said, “Yes, it
is.” And I had read the book. It’s a great book, it’s very
entertaining. He says, “Yeah, I’ll tell ya, I’m thinking
of using you as Michael Corleone.” I’m thinking, “He’s
really nuts here.” I thought, “Ok, let me just think about
this for a second.” I flash on the book, and right away
I’m thinking, as an actor does, “Gee, it’s not a good role.
Sonny is the part I can play. It’s got meat in it. I could
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really get out there and do what Jimmy (James Caan)
does and try to do it anyways. There I was, on the phone
with him, thinking, “I don’t think I can do it, Francis.” I
didn’t say that, I said, “Wow, that’s really--” I almost said
strange, but I didn’t. Anyway, that was it. I hung up the
phone and I thought, “This is either a dream or a joke,
but sure enough it was real.”
WAS THE STUDIO IN FAVOUR OF YOU GETTING CAST
AS MICHAEL CORLEONE?

No, somebody said, “Brando? Pacino? Over my dead
body.” Anyway, Francis, being as clever as he is, he
actually changed the schedule. He took the Sollozzo
scene, where Michael shoots Sollozzo and the captain,
and he puts it up front. It wasn’t scheduled for that day.
The studio was done with me. I was gone. He showed
them the Sollozzo scene and they kept me.
THANKS TO FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA?

Yes. When a director wants you for a part, you’re lucky.
It’s really something. It’s like somebody who likes you.
You don’t know why they like you, they just like you, so
you sort-of like them. He likes me so much, I don’t know,
I like him. So, he wanted me so much I thought maybe
I can play this role. I laboured over that, but the studio
didn’t want me and they didn’t want me after they hired
me. While we were filming, Francis was concerned.
WHY?

I was new to film. I didn’t know what to do, but I had a
sense of this character because I would think about it all
the time. I was living on 90th and Broadway and I would
walk to the Village and back every day. It’s not a big thing,
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what filmmaking was, especially when you’re doing scenes
and people are snickering on the other end saying, “Well,
this isn’t going well.” When is the ball going to fall? I
remember I was getting dizzy over the whole thing. Diane
and I in that wedding thing... we got so loaded! A lot of
chaos going on, but we were theatre actors. We were not
used to film. The whole thing had a sort of surreal feeling.
We started drinking. We were just talking about where we
go from here. It’s over. This is the worst film we ever made.
We knew nothing about it.

I was going for the ending of
the movie which makes him
much more enigmatic. Early
on, he’s someone you don’t pay
attention to much, so when
the transition comes...

AND THE DIRECTOR FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA NEVER
REALISED THAT YOU WERE DRUNK THAT FIRST DAY?

but I did it. I did it thinking about this role, just trying
to figure out where I could go with it. I had some idea,
but of course, I was unable to articulate it to Francis at
the time.
HOW MANY TIMES DID YOU TEST FOR THE ROLE?

Countless. I can’t count it. It seemed like I was always
testing. I kept testing even after I got the part.
WAS THERE EVER A TIME WHEN YOU SAID “I’M
DONE, IT´S TOO MUCH”?

I said to him, “Please, Francis. It’s ok, we’ll work again.
There’s other things to do.” He said, “No! I want you.” I
thought, “This can’t be happening. I’m dreaming. This
is too much.” I said, “Ok, fine. I’ll do whatever.” Then,
we finally got accepted in some way. It’s just a thing
with me. I’ll say it because it’s true: You don’t want to
be somewhere where you’re not wanted. I even said
I’m not interested in that at all.
ISN´T IT TRUE THAT YOU ALSO ACCEPTED
ANOTHER PART OF MARIO IN ‘THE GANG THAT
COULDN’T SHOOT STRAIGHT’ BEFORE YOU HAD
THE ROLE OF MICHAEL IN ‘THE GODFATHER’?
WHAT HAPPENED WITH THAT?

I remember Francis actually called me when he was sitting
there with his family. He told me, straight out that I have to
start getting my chops together. “I’ve got great confidence
in you, but in a way I don’t know what you’re doing.” Then
he told me, “I’ve prepared the tapes that you’ve done and
they’re at Paramount.” There I was, looking at it in the
room, by myself, thinking, “Well, it isn’t very good. It seems
ok. It doesn’t even seem ok, but it doesn’t matter, because my
mind was always thinking that Michael was ....” I was going
for the ending of the movie which makes him much more
enigmatic. Early on, he’s someone you don’t pay attention
to much, so when the transition comes, finally when he
becomes the dawn, you’re like, “Wow, where did that come
from?” That was my hope and I tried to orchestrate my
role that way. I sort-of knew I was doing it but I was on the
wrong track. So I went to him and I said, “I see what you
mean,” because I didn’t know what else to say to him. He was
convinced of it. That day we shot the wedding, I come back
in. Nobody talks to me, only Francis.
IS IT A JOKE? PEOPLE WERE IGNORING YOU AT THE
VERY BEGINNING?

Yes. The great guy for me in this picture was (the producer)
Al Ruddy. For some reason, Al would always come up to
me while we were shooting and say, “Hey kid, come here.
Pacino, listen to me. You’re going to be great. You’re going
to be great in this picture. You’re great. You understand?” I’d
say, “Oh yeah? Thanks.” I didn’t know what I was doing, but
it was really encouraging. He was the only one who spoke to
me, because I would do scenes and I would be in the middle
of a scene somewhere and I would hear people giggling. They
were snickering. I was like, “What is that about?” It was
about me.

They wound up suing me. By the time I had finished
‘The Godfather’, I had no money, but I owed
USD15,000 to lawyers. I remember that.

IS IT TRUE THEN THAT YOU NEVER CROSSED WORDS
WITH ROBERT DE NIRO, AND YOU WERE RIVALS AT
THAT TIME FIGHTING FOR THE SAME PARTS?

ONE MORE RUMOUR TO CONFIRM: IS IT TRUE
THAT THE DAY YOU FILMED THE WEDDING
SCENE, YOU TOLD DIANE KEATON THAT THE
MOVIE WAS NOT GOING TO DO WELL?

We’ve known each other for a long time (with Robert De
Niro). We were up for the same parts, but that’s what it is. It’s
not a rivalry, but that’s what it is. We grew up together in a
way. He said once that if I didn´t do ‘Scarface’ he would do it
and that was a big motivation for me.

Absolutely. It’s a great script, actually, but the whole
involvement of filming something at the time; we
were so young and inexperienced. We didn’t know
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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DOES IT FEEL LIKE 45 YEARS?

Everything feels long now. Everything feels in the distance
and I question whether I did it or not. That kind-of thing.
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Classique!
A classic car is defined by more
than its age or its price tag. It’s
all in the eye of the beholder.
WORDS BY
ASWAN YAP

hen we think of classic cars, we’re more likely
to picture a Jaguar E-Type than we are a Toyota
Corolla. Even though they would be of the same
vintage, there’s something more alluring about
an E-Type than a mass-produced family car.
We’re not knocking the humble Corolla – which has its own storied
and arguably important history – but the E-Type is far more widely
accepted and far more representative of a classic car.
But what is it that defines a car as a classic? Is it rarity, or perhaps
sex appeal? Will the cars of today be regarded as classics in a few
decades? Will the cars of today even be relevant in a world that’s fast
moving towards electrification and autonomous driving?
As we’ve established, it is not merely the age of a car that makes it
a classic. Some cars achieve classic status briefly after the end of their
production; arguably cars like the Nissan Skyline R32 GT-R qualify
for the title, despite being in production up until the late 1980s.
Similarly, there are plenty of old cars, like the Ford Pinto, that don’t
quite have as large of a cult following.
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In some cases it is the racing pedigree of a car that helps
to build its fan-base and seal its place in history – and this
can happen independently of whether
a car is particularly appealing to begin
with. On the one hand, cars like the Ford
GT40 were already highly sought after
before they went to war against Ferrari at
LeMans, while cars like the Volvo 850R
were regarded as boring and boxy until
their triumphs in the British Touring
Car Championship at the time.
And yet speed need not necessarily
be a deciding factor for a car’s classic
status. There are plenty of examples of
high end luxury cars that would never be
caught dead on the tarmac of a racetrack,
but still command ridiculous prices at
auction. The Rolls Royce Phantom VI
would be one such car, being the epitome
of luxury at the time – and it is for that
reason that they are highly sought after
by collectors.
Of course, sex appeal is definitely a strong argument
for regarding a car as a classic. The Jaguar E-Type would

be the best example, with a timeless design that other
manufacturers are referencing even until today. It is so
highly sought after that it has an entire industry
focused on the restoration of these sleek, sexy
British sports cars.
But even for the boxy, rigid, unlovable
looking cars, there is hope yet – and this lies in
how fun they are to drive. This is an aspect of
a car that may not be as appealing to a newer
generation of buyers, simply because ‘fun-todrive’ isn’t something that people regard as
exciting these days.
But for those in the know – those who can
truly appreciate a well weighted steering wheel
or a slick gear shift – a car that feels intuitive and
light on the road can be highly desirable. Cars
like the first generation Toyota MR-2 are a prime
example of this, being unreservedly Japanese in
design and yet one of the most entertaining cars
to throw around a twisty back road.
Perhaps most important of all is the emotion
that a car evokes. A car’s value as a classic is only
in the eye of the beholder: A die-hard Ferrari fan is not likely to
appreciate the underdog status of a Datsun Skyline GT-R, nor

Some cars achieve
classic status briefly
after the end of
their production;
arguably cars like
the Nissan Skyline R32
GT-R qualify for the
title, despite being in
production up until
the late 1980s.
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TOYOTA C OR OL L A

But a person who grew up with
a Corolla, had a Corolla in the
family, learned to drive in a
Corolla – those are memories
that make a car valuable
to someone
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is he likely to put big money down on the original Bentley
Mulsanne. It is different strokes for different folks, but with
that in mind it can be surprising what cars some people will
find value in – what they regard as classic cars.
To reiterate – it’s not that the Toyota Corolla from
the 1960s isn’t regarded as a classic, but rather that most
people simply won’t feel an immediate connection when
they see one. But a person who grew up with a Corolla,
had a Corolla in the family, learned to drive in a Corolla –
those are memories that make a car valuable to someone,
whether it’s a popular opinion or not. Between a multimillion dollar concourse-condition E-Type, and a good
example of “that Alfa GT that you used to see around your
neighbourhood growing up”, there’s a strong chance you
would pick (and have more fun with) that Alfa GT simply
for the sentiment.
And it’s for that reason that cars nowadays are less
likely to have that classic status in a few decades’ time.
They’re forgettable consumer items, save for a select
special few, engineered with cost cutting measures and
planned obsolescence. Nobody wants to remember a car
that’s rife with cheap plastics and a forgettable power
plant. If anything, they’re more likely to want to forget.
We have to keep our classic cars alive, regardless of
age or class, simply because they will eventually come
to represent a part of automotive engineering that
has permanently disappeared. Tightening regulations
and laws are forcing manufacturers to move towards
electrification, and there will be a day in the future when
the internal combustion engine will be no more.

ADVERTORIAL

PEUGEOT 3008 SUV:
THE BEST HAS ARRIVED

Discover the not-so-humble offerings of the new SUV
that’s taking the urban driving experience to a whole
new level.

The elegant curves and dominant features of the new
Peugeot 3008 give it a bit more edge. Grilles, bonnets
and windows trimmed with chrome, and new full LED
headlights lend itself to the overall allure of the cars all-new
bold styling. The car comes with a choice of two trim levels
of Active and Allure.
Complementing the bold styling is the technologydriven new Peugeot i-Cockpit complete with 8.0”
capacitive touchscreen, configurable 12.3” head-up digital
display instrument panel, a compact steering wheel
featuring integrated controls and an electronic automatic
transmission control system.
With a lighter chassis, BlueHDi and award-winning
PureTech petrol engines and EAT6 automatic gearbox,
this set of wheels uses more environmentally-efficient
technologies without compromising on comfort for both
driver and passengers. In addition to this, the Peugeot
3008 also comes with a 3D Connected Navigation system,
smartphone charging plate, electric tailgate and a panoramic
glass sunroof.
The Peugeot 3008 with autonomous driving, offers the
options of Lane keeping technologies and AEBS, reversing
cameras, automatic headlights, Hill Assist Descent Control
and Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop function.

The comfort element has been taken to new levels in the
new Peugeot 3008 with front seats producing heightened
sensations of comfort and support. There is even a multipoint massage function making long drives a lot less
tiresome. Backseats can be folded completely flat offering
a large space to lug your cargo despite previous space
constraints. Even the boot is stylised to two height levels,
with a standard flush against the boot entry and the slightly
deeper to accommodate larger items.
The entertainment system gets bolstered with FOCAL
Premium HIFI speaker systems with a whopping ten
speakers throughout the car! The Apply CarPlay and
Android Auto integration, a standard feature on allmodels, offers the ‘plug-in-and-play’ function with your
smartphone.
With state-of-the-art capabilities, it’s no wonder the
Peugeot 3008 SUV clinched top accolades as Car Of The
Year 2017. Selling from RM142,888, this SUV is in a class of
its own, making every turn on the road an adventure.

CONTACT PEUGEOT CARELINE: 1-800-88-6292
FOR YOUR SALES AND SERVICES INQUIRIES
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80 DAYS IN A PORSCHE

Come Spring 2018, Porsche AG is allowing its diehard fans an
opportunity to experience the new Cayenne on a journey that spans
more than 30,000 kilometres over 80 days. The Porsche World
Expedition focuses on a collective driving experience, an adventure
that is truly priceless.
The selected routes take the drivers through a total of more than
20 countries, and the programme promises to be challenging: The
first stage starts on May 11, 2018 in Brisbane, Australia and follows
in the tracks of the Aborigines for over 5000km to Perth. The next
tour starts in June at the North Cape and leads across Europe to its
destination in Chamonix, France. Other spectacular stages on the
Porsche World Expedition 2018 include Africa (Johannesburg to the
Serengeti), Central and South America (Cancun to Panama City and
Lima to Buenos Aires) and Southeast Asia (Bangkok to Shangri-La).
A total of 28 places per expedition are available.

THE XX FACTOR

The Finali Mondiali provided the backdrop to the world premiere of the new FXX-K
Evo which will be available both as an extremely limited-run model and as an upgrade
package for the existing XX cars. As was the case with the Evo versions of the FXX
and the 599 XX, the Ferrari FXX-K Evo benefits from an extensive package that
applies innovative concepts derived from all of the various track categories in which
Ferrari competes with its cars: The Formula 1, GT3, GTE and Challenge, the latter
being the single-make championship bearing its name.
Mirroring the vocation of its predecessor, it, however, is aimed at a small, highlyselect group of Ferrari clients: Supercar enthusiasts eager to share the development
of technologically-innovative content with the Prancing Horse technicians, through
driving a closed-wheel laboratory car.
The product of over a year of CFD simulations and wind tunnel testing, the
FXX-K Evo’s aerodynamics deliver downforce figures very close to those of the
cars competing in the GT3 and GTE championships, all to the advantage of lateral
acceleration in cornering, stability and, ultimately, exhilarating driving pleasure.
The FXX-K Evo’s boosted performance also demanded new front brake air intakes
which, although no wider to avoid increasing drag, are more efficient thanks to a
complete redesign of the intake itself.
TM | NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017
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THE PRANCING HORSE’S 2ND HOME
IN MALAYSIA

NAZA Italia, the sole authorised importer and distributor for
Ferrari in Malaysia, has broken new ground with the brand’s
second Ferrari Showroom located at Platinum Park in Kuala
Lumpur. The Ferrari Showroom @ Platinum Park is purely
dedicated to the Cavallino Rampante. A total of RM2.8 million
was invested in the development of the new showroom, which
is built over 3115 square feet of the ground floor of Tower 1,
Platinum Park, and accommodates three car displays, a luxurious
customer lounge and configuration room.
Datuk Wira Hj SM Faisal Tan Sri SM Nasimuddin, Group
Executive Chairman of Naza World Group of Companies, said,
“It has certainly been a momentous year for Ferrari, with 70th
Anniversary festivities taking place in 60 countries across the
globe. In Malaysia, we are adding yet another milestone to the list
of achievements to celebrate – the nation’s first Ferrari showroom
in the Kuala Lumpur City Centre!”
Naza Italia, recently also opened the doors of its freshly
renovated service centre. The state-of-the-art facility, which is
located directly behind the Naza Italia Showroom in Petaling Jaya,
is the nation’s only authorised service centre for Ferrari.
The after-sales service centre was renovated according to the
latest guidelines from Ferrari. A total of RM5 million was spent
on the facility and the upgrade is a reflection of Naza Italia’s
commitment to the signature marque and clientele and will allow
the team to better serve its customers and accommodate future
expansion of the brand in Malaysia.
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WINTER
WANDERLUST
Immerse yourself in the fun, fresh and
invigorating air of these luxurious and
picturesque winter destinations.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY COURCHEVEL, FRANCE

WORDS BY
NUR AMYLIA HILDA
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GSTAAD, SWITZERLAND

Sweeping valleys, majestic mountain views and plenty of
glamour welcome you once you arrive in the car-free resort
of Gstaad in Switzerland. The luxurious resort town is the
perfect holiday destination whether you’re up for a getaway of
skiing, relaxing or even a spot of high-end shopping.
Even though its car-free, public transportation is widely
available to get you around easily, especially via the ski bus
that operates all around the town. The whole region is also
easily accessible via a railway network. There are plenty of
top notch hotels such as the Gstaad Palace (a hot spot for
celebrities) and luxury chalets to rent located not far from
Saanen airport. It’s also a gourmand’s haven, with over 15
renowned award-winning restaurants such as Kübeli, a rustic
restaurant nestled in the mountains serving unpretentious
dishes from hearty raviolis to scrumptious local cuisine such
as spätzli.
The neighbouring resort towns of Saanen, Abländschen
and Gsteig, located near Gstaad, offer less glitz and glam but
possess a distinct rural charm for those looking for a more
‘back-to-basics’ stay with plenty of nature, and for those who
are into winter sports, the region has plenty to offer, from
skiing to snowboarding and even tobogganing.
Take in the beauty of the region via an idyllic train
journey with a Golden Pass ticket that will take you through
Montreux on Lake Geneva all the way to Central Switzerland
in the Alpine foothills where you can pop by for a day of
shopping and explore the city by visiting tourist hotspots
such as the serene Lake Lucerne.
COURCHEVEL, FRANCE

Part of the Les Trois Vallées, the largest linked ski areas in the
world, Courchevel in France is a haven for holiday makers
looking to unwind and immerse themselves in outdoor
activities from skiing to snowboarding and hiking. It’s easy to
get there, either via a Eurostar from Paris or London or via the
local airport if you can get your hands on a private jet, or for
those with more practical means, you can also get a taxi or bus
from the nearby towns for just a short less than 30-minute ride.
Hit the slopes with a guide, one of 1100 ski instructors,
who are on hand to help beginners as well as children. The ski
services let beginners and experts alike enjoy the varied ski
terrains to suit your skiing skills (or the lack thereof). One of
the best places to stay, the Cheval Blanc is perfect for families
or couples with its convenient facilities catering to large
groups as well as more niche offerings for those looking for
a more private getaway (imagine cosy nights in next to the
fireplace).
Although known as the ‘winter playground of the rich and
the famous’, Courchevel consists of four different settlements,
each boasting different characteristics from the other, and not
all of them offer extortionate prices. Stay at The Courchevel
1850 for shopping and a bustling nightlife and for those looking
for a more affordable alternative, Courchevel 1650 offers
affordable hotels and airbnb options and also boasts of its own
ski resort that connects to the fancier Courchevel 1850.
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The neighbouring resort
towns of Saanen, Abländschen
and Gsteig, located near Gstaad,
offer less glitz and glamour
but possess a distinct rural
charm.

Meanwhile the Courchevel 1300 is a quaint little Alpine
village more suited if you’re looking to immerse yourself in
the local culture while the 1550 is a rustic village with plenty
of chalets with more affordable price tags. The best part is, all
four settlements are linked together making for easy access if
you wish to travel around.
Shopping in the district would be an option if you have
a few thousand euros extra change in your pocket. Swanky
designer outlets dominate most of the shopping areas and
dining out is also mostly catered to fine-dining Michelin
starred restaurants such as the Pierre Gagnaire pour Les
Airelles located in the Les Airelles hotel Courchevel 1850
where feasting would make anyone feel like royalty within its
majestic yet quaint European decor.
LAPLAND, FINLAND

If you’re looking to get away from it all and if you love
cold weather, Lapland in Finland, located in the country’s
most northernmost region, is the perfect place to escape
into Finland’s wild and serene wilderness. It’s also one of
the more popular locations where you might be able to spot
the Northern Lights and experience the midnight sun. You
can get there via a flight to Lapland’s airport and thereafter
taking a bus or train to the nearby towns of Kemi, Rovaniemi,
Kittilä, Enontekiö and Ivalo.
A lesser known activity in the region is gold hunting in the
Lapland river valleys. The Ivalojoki River was once a source of gold,
first discovered in 1868, and brought in a gold rush to the region.
There is known to still be some gold left for those who are lucky
enough to find it when the rivers thaw in the warmer seasons.
There are also plenty of lakes in the Lapland area,
prompting fishing enthusiasts from all over the world to visit
for an idyllic fishing holiday. Surely a day out in the middle of a
cold, icy lake will do wonders to freshen the mind and body.
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PYEONGCHANG, SOUTH KOREA

Host of the 2018 Winter Olympics, Pyeongchang is quickly
becoming Asia’s top winter sports destination. Located in the
Gangwon Province of South Korea and with two ski resorts in
the region, Alpensia and Yongpyong, there’s plenty of activities
for everybody even if winter sports are not on your radar.
There’s picturesque Buddhist temples in the area which
are a contrast to some of the high-octane sports that go on in
the background and offer a quiet escape for visitors. There’s
also plenty of culture to soak in nearby at the Lee Hyo-Seok
cultural village. Named after the author who was born and
raised there, the quaint little village was the setting of his
popular Korean short story When the Buckwheat Blossoms.
During the height of the blossoming months during August
to Septemeber, visitors will be able to take in the breathtaking
views of buckwheat flowers covered in pure white snow
which is also when the annual Lee Hyo-Seok cultural festival
takes place, filled with traditional dance performances, essay
writing contests and a costume parade.
For those wanting to connect more with nature, bask
in the beauty of the seven themed gardens of the Herbnara
Farm located in the serene Hongjeong valley. With over 100
types of herbs, the gardens get covered in a sheet of snow in
the winter months and are certainly a sight to behold. For
places to stay, there are plenty of ski resorts ranging from the
high-end to more affordable hotels nearby as well as Airbnb
options all around the region.
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JET SET TO IMPRESS

Embark on a luxurious journey to nine destinations
from 15 April to 6 May next year with Aman’s
Private Jet Expedition, together with luxury travel
designer Remote Lands. The trip will bring 16 guests
to exotic Asian and European destinations on the
Airbus ACJ319 aircraft, refitted with luxurious living
rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms with showers.
Couples and solo travellers will experience the best of
Japan, Phuket, Bhutan, Greece, Venice and more in
this extraordinary holiday journey of a lifetime.
www.aman.com

SAIL AWAY

WORDS BY TANIA JAYATHILAKA

The inaugural vessel of Dream
Cruises, Genting Dream, will be
home ported in Singapore from
16 November 2017 onwards. This
floating integrated luxury resort
will be calling at more than 10 ports
in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam come 2018.
Guests on Genting Dream will sail
to Southeast Asia’s best attractions
while basking in the opulence of
facilities like the Dream Palace,
offering a personalised butler service,
an exclusive pool, sundeck and gym,
along with fine dining in a private
restaurant.
www.dreamcruiseline.com
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GRAND INVITATION

Small Luxury Hotels of the World
(SLH) recently launched INVITED, a
free-to-join loyalty programme offering
members access to special rates and other
benefits when they book hotels via SLH.
The loyalty programme has three tiers:
Invited, Inspired and Indulged, rewarding
guests who have booked six or more stays
in a year. The ‘small luxuries’ promised in
this programme can range from a simple
gesture like a bottle of a particular guest’s
favourite wine to a more luxurious one
like a yacht trip.
www.slh.com/invited.

SKY HIGH IN HANOI

The Vietnamese capital of Hanoi welcomed the opening
of The InterContinental Hanoi Landmark72, the newest
luxury hotel in the InterContinental Hotels Group. In close
vicinity to some of Hanoi’s notable attractions like the Hanoi
Museum and the Vietnam National Convention Centre,
the hotel’s spacious 359 guest rooms are located from the
62nd to 71st floors of the towering Keangnam Landmark72
commercial complex. The hotel is conveniently located only
40 minutes away from Noi Bai International Airport.
www.intercontinental.com
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OFFICES
TROPICANA MANAGEMENT
SERVICES SDN BHD (TMS)
Property Management Office

CASA INDAH 1
CONDOMINIUMS
Property Management Office

MERCHANT SQUARE
BUSINE SS PARK
Property Management Office

CASA KIARA 2
CONDOMINIUM
Property Management Office

CASA TROPICANA
CONDOMINIUMS
Property Management Office

Jalan Kelab Tropicana
Tropicana Golf &
Country Resort
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

B-G-05, Casa Indah 1
Condominiums
No 2A, Persiaran Surian
Tropicana Indah,
PJU 3 Kota Damansara
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

No 1, Jalan Tropicana
Selatan 1, PJU 3
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Dicasa Management
Services Sdn Bhd
Lobby Level
No 14, Jalan Kiara 5, Bukit Kiara
50480 Kuala Lumpur
Wilayah Persekutuan, Malaysia

B-5-17, Block B
Casa Tro picana
No 5, Jalan Persiaran Tropicana
PJU 3
Tropicana Golf & Country Resort
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel: +603 7804 1533
(Direct Line)

+603 7804 8888
(General Line)

Fax: +603 7806 5044

merchantsquare@tropicanacorp.com.my

Tel: +603 6140 9194/6140 9166
Fax: +603 6140 9168
casaindahcondo@yahoo.com

tms@tropicanagolf.com

Office hours:
9am – 6pm (Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm (Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

CASA INDAH 2
CONDOMINIUMS
Property Management Office

ARENA MENTARI BUSINESS
PARK
Property Management Office

A-02-01, Management Office
Casa Indah 2 Condominiums
No 2B, Persiaran Surian
Tropicana Indah Resort Homes
PJU3
Kota Damansara
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Block C, Wisma TT
No 1, Jalan PJS 8/15
Dataran Mentari
46150 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Tel: +603 6142 6288 / 6388
Fax: +603 6142 6788

Tel: +603 7883 0866
Fax: +603 7883 0966
Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

Tel: +603 6203 9229
Fax: +603 6203 9339
casakiara2@tropicanacorp.com.my

casatropicana@tropicanacorp.com.my

Office hours:
9am – 5pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

TROPICANA GRANDE
Property Management Office

TROPICANA CHERAS
Property Management Office

Jalan Kelab Tropicana
Tropicana Golf &
Country Resort
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Level 1, Management Office
Block A, Tropicana Grande
Condominiums
No. 3 Persiaran Tropicana
47410 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

To be ready soon
For more information, please
contact Sales & Marketing
Department at:

Tel: +603 5621 1979
Fax: +603 5621 1980

Tel: +603 7804 4722
+603 7805 5855
Fax: +603 7806 5044

istimabudi@gmail.com

tisb@tropicanacorp.com.my

Tel: +603 7610 0965
Fax: +603 7610 0968
stephaniechua@tropicanacorp.com.my

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

Office hours: 9am – 6pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

FORTUNE PARK APARTMENTS
Property Management Office

TROPICANA HEIGHTS
Property Management Office

TROPICANA CHERAS
Admin Of fice

A328, Block A
Damansara Intan
No 1, Jalan SS 20/27
47400 Petaling Jaya
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

A-5, Pangsapuri Suria Perdana
(Fortune Park Apartments)
Taman Serdang Perdana
Seksyen 4
43300 Seri Kembangan
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

Off Jalan P6/2, 43500
Semenyih, Kajang
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia

6, Jalan Tropicana Cheras 1, Taman
Tropicana Cheras, 43000 Kajang,
Selangor.

Tel: +6013-2020746
Fax: +603 7806 5044

Tel: +6013-2020746
Fax: +603 7610 0968

Tel: +603 7118 3111
Fax: +603 7118 3222

Tel: +603 8944 9331
Fax: +603 8944 9332

gracewong@tropicanacorp.com.my

fortunepark@tropicanacorp.com.my

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

DAMANSARA INTAN
E-BUSINESS PARK
Property Management Office

Office hours:
9am – 5.30pm
(Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

TROPICANA INDAH SDN BHD
Property Management Office

Office hours:
9am – 6pm (Monday – Friday)
9am – 1pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday)

casaindah2@tropicanacorp.com.my

Tel: +603 7883 0982
Fax: +603 7883 0292

tisb@tropicanacorp.com.my

Office hours:

9.00 am to 5.30 pm (Monday – Friday)
9.00 am to 5.30 pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday & Public Holidays)

stephaniechua@tropicanacorp.com.my

Office hours:

9.00 am to 5.30 pm (Monday – Friday)
9.00 am to 5.30 pm (Saturday)
Closed (Sunday & Public Holidays)

Tel: +603 7710 1018

THE LIST

FACILITIES AND TENANTS AT
TROPICANA GOLF AND COUNTRY RESORT

TROPICANA GOLF AND COUNTRY RESORT
SITE LAYOUT PLAN
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To Basement

Level 1
With a gross built-up area of over 380,000
square feet (35,303 square metres), Malaysia’s
largest and award-winning Clubhouse
at Tropicana Golf & Country Resort is
truly impressive. This is a listing of all the
facilities and amenities that are built for
the convenience of all Tropicana members,
residents and their guests
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Golf / Sports Membership
Membership Email
Golf Email

03-7804 8888
Vivian ext 208
membership1@tropicanacorp.com.my
golf@tropicanacorp.com.my

Sports Department
Operating Hours
Email
Website

03-7804 2087
9.00 am – 6.00 pm (Monday to Friday)
gm@tropicanagolf.com
www.tropicanagolf.com

THE LIST

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Main Wing
7
Twenty7

Buggy Track
Practice Green

IVING RANGE

7

EASTERN COURSE

pe

Landsca

6

13

5

LF

WI

11

NG

asd
hen
Main Kitc

12

10

Main
Lobby

8

4
1

9
3
2

ING

MAIN W

Golf r
te
Coun

h
Car Porc

Buggy

Station

Fountain

24
Havana Lounge
27
Thai Odyssey Spa & Massage
		
29
Bowling & Café
16
Gaming room
37
Library
22
Spine & Joint Tropicana

ark

rp
Ca

6
10
30
32
28
12-14

03-78042072

Greens I
Greens II
Greens III
Poolside Terrace
Spanish Courtyard
The Grand Ballroom (First floor)

GOLFING FACILITIES

Carpark

Lake

Basement Carpark
Sales & Marketing (Banquet Function)

Email
Toll Free

017-885 4188
03-7803 1233/
03-7804 1129
03-7804 8888

FUNCTION AREAS

Car
par
k

ark

017-322 3668
03-7805 3925/3935
016-3684500

SPORTS AND RECREATION

LEISURE AND ENTERTAINMENT

a

k-up Are

ic
Buggy P

03-7880 7226
03-7804 8888
(Ext 306)

Sports Wing
46
Outdoor tennis court
43
2 indoor tennis courts
45
4 indoor badminton courts
31
12-lane computerised bowling alley
33-34 2 play pools with water slides and waterfall
42
3 squash courts
23
Multipurpose studio
38
Japanese bath and Jacuzzi
3-4
Male changing rooms with
360 private lockers
35
Resort-style larger-than-Olympic-size
swimming pool
41
Sauna and steam bath
24
Snooker room
39
2 table tennis courts
40
Well-equipped gymnasium
44
1 VIP badminton hall
47
1 futsal court

1st Tee

GO

g

9th Green

15
Gin Shui Tei Japanese Restaurant
36
Poolside Café
		
9
Spring Garden Tropicana
Chinese Restaurant
11
The Palms Coffee House
		
The Palms Wing
8
Royce
26
J Italian Restaurant
25
Myeung Dong Korean BBQ

03-7804 8888
(Ext 326)
03-7886 9168
03-7804 8888
(Ext 327)

03-7804 8888
Liza ext 141
Sandy ext 142
Siti Fairuz ext 155
Mas Suria ext 517
salesmarketing@tropicanacorp.com.my
1800 88 8128

Golf at Tropicana
		
Tropicana Driving Range
		
Buggies and turf mates
56-bay driving range
27-hole championship golf course
18-hole putting greens
5
Female changing rooms
with 60 private lockers

AMENITIES
20
1
21
2
17
18
48
19
3-4
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Alam Convenience Store
De Manshop Tailoring
Eco Hair Saloon
Pro-Shop Golf Shop
Kain
Kindyland Tropicana
Klinik Tropicana
The Green House Florist
Prayer room

03-7804 8888
(Ext 211/212/200)
016-243 4801/
012-278 3172

03-7804 3095
03-7880 4063
03-7804 9316
03-7804 6348
017-200 8142
017-314 6754
03-7805 5461
03-7880 1388
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